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WASHINGTON — For the first
Notes from March on
time ever, the U.S. Senate has ap—
Washington
13
proved the Hate Crimes Prevention
Baptists Delay Ouster
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Of CRUFCRHEOS
ears.}. 14
isting hate crimes statute to cover
Falwell
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disability status, gender and sexual
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orientation and would make it
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prosecute crimes of violence.
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Without discussion or debate,
Senators approved the measure
July 22 as an amendment to S.
VOLUME 9, NUMBER 10
AUGUST 1999
1217, the Commerce, Justice, State
appropriations bill. Because the
Ministries Profess Optimism
House version of the budget bill
‘Reparative Therapy‘
does not include the Hate Crimes
Prevention Act, the ultimate fate of
as Annual Conference Opens in Illinois
the measure in this Congress rests
is up from last year‘s 850 partici—
moting the message of sexual
The group‘s leader for North
By Richard N. Ostling
on the conference committee action
pants.
change
through
Christian
inspira—
America, Presbyterian layman Bob
AP Religion Writer
between the House and the Senate.
Exodus said it received 3,900
tion, which was paid for by
Davies, told the rally that "a whole
"This is the first concrete action
phone
inquiries in the six weeks
$500,000 in donations from the
new chapter has opened for Exo—
WHEATON, III. (AP) — A
taken by either chamber since
after the ads ran. In a normal year,
Christian
Coalition
and
other
con—
dus" because such ministries are
America buried Matthew Shepard, Christian umbrella group dedicated
Exodus estimates that 5,000 to
servative groups.
now getting visibility and signifi—
James Byrd Jr., Billy Jack Gaither, to persuading homosexuals to
Davies, himself a professed 7,000 people contact its member
cant support from other American
and many transgendered people abandon their lifestyle and if pos—
former homosexual who is now ministries.
Christians.
whose names and faces do not sible take up with the opposite sex
But the message is anything but
married,
thinks publicity from the
He referred to an ad campaign
make the newspapers," said Kerry opened its largest annual confer—
welcome in some sectors of Ameri—
ads
is
the
main
reason
attendance
in
major
newspapers
last
year
pro—
Lobel, executive director of the ence with singing — and protests.
can Christianity, as well as in the
Some 1,200 Exodus Interna—
National Gay and Lesbian Task
secular Gay and Lesbian move—
tional enthusiasts attended a bois—
Force.
ment. At the protest near the Exo—
"It is a good first step. But we terous opening rally July 27 that
dus meeting, placards read "Gay
have a long way to go and we must included a musical comedy skit
and Created by God" and "Gay
now turn to the House and tell our about the problematic process of
Christian Called to Do Justice."
representatives how critically im— changing sexual orientation. It was
"We need to be a voice for
portant this legislationis. In short, the biggest turnout since the group
people who think they‘re living in
began in 1976.
we must keep up the heat."
sin, to tell them how to be liber—
As the group clapped inside the
The amendment approved by
ated and free," said Mickelson,
the Senate will expand federal au— hall, the Rev. Bradley Mickelson
who nevertheless called Exodus
thority to prosecute hate crimes. of the Metropolitan Community
participants "our brothers and sis—
Currently, federal officials can only Church of the Incarnation in Oak
ters in the faith."
Park
led
a
quiet
protest
march
of
intervene if a victim is engaged in
Cynthia Marquardt, member of
a federally protected act such as 50 people outside.
the Oak Park congregation, said
*Exodus, based in Seattle, repre—
attempting to vote, go to school or
sexual conversion is impossible
serve on a jury. Federal officials sents 131 independent ministries
and that Exodus‘ message contrib—
cannot intervene at all in hate located in 38 states and the District
utes to violence against Gays and
crimes based on disability, sexual of Columbia. Delegates from re—
Lesbians.
lated ministries in 15 foreign na—
orientation or gender.
"Exodus has a right to their mes— >
The Senate also passed a wa— tions were also in attendance this
sage, and we will continue to pro—
tered—down amendment by Sen. year.
claim that God loves us just as we
The organization teaches that
Orrin Hatch, R—Utah, that does not
are," she said.
cover sexual orientation, disability "freedom from homosexuality is
Exodus is closely aligned with
or gender and would only expand possible through repentance and
Homosexuals Anonymous, a 12—
federal jurisdiction to hate crimes faith in Jesus Christ" and says it
step movement patterned after Al—
committed after the crossing of seeks to provide help for "men and
coholies Anonymous, and with the
women who desire to overcome
state lines.
National Association for Research
"The Hatch amendment fails to their homosexuality." The group
and Therapy of Homosexuality,
recognize that no one should be a acknowledges that for some homo—
made up of psychological counse—
target for bias—motivated violence," sexuals, changing their orientation
lors who work for change through
will prove impossible, and says
Lobel said. "Hate crimes legisla—
"reparative therapy."
they should practice celibacy.
tion that doesn‘t cover sexual ori—
Nd
Both the American Psychiatric
The conference, a mixture of
entation, disability and gender is a
Gay protestors sing during a vigil across from the site of ihe Exodus 99
Association and American Psycho—
conference being held on the campus of Wheaton College, Mon., July 26
training workshops and inspira—
farce."
logical Association have de—
in Wheaton, III., as a young man, foreground, reads his Bible. The
In July, Missouri became the tional rallies, is meeting at
nounced Christian—based reparative
conference
was
sponsored
by
Exodus
International,
a
Christian
referral
22nd state (plus the District of Co— Wheaton College, a prominent
therapy, saying it doesn‘t work and
and
resource
network,
whose
primary
purpose
is
to
proclaim
that
freedom
Evangelical Protestant school, but
lumbia) to enact hate crimes legis—
can cause psychological damage.
from
homosexuality
is
possible
through
faith
in
Jesus
Christ.
is not sponsored by the college.
lation that includes sexual
AP Photo/Stephen J. Carrera
orientation.
Ellen

DeGeneres

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Ellen DeGeneres may be coming
back to network television despite
what she called a bruising experi—
ence with ABC and Ellen.
The actress—comedian was ne—
gotiating with CBS for a new com—
edy in which she would play the

May

be

host of a Carol Burnett—style TV
variety show, Leslie Moonves,
president of CBS Television, said
July 25.
The series, intended for the
2000—01 season, would focus on
the character‘s off— and on—camera
life.

Back in TV Sitcom
Both DeGeneres and her char— after five years of working so hard,
acter on Ellen came out as Lesbi— knowing I had been treated so disre—
ans in April 1997. When the show‘s spectfully for no other reason than I
ratings dropped and it was canceled was Gay, I just went into this deep,
about a year later, DeGeneres ac— deep depression," DeGeneres said in
cused the network of sabotaging November 1998. ""It‘s not like any
other networks have called."
her program.
The character‘s sexual orientation
"When I walked out of the studio

on the new show has not been dis—
cussed, but it wouldn‘ t matter to the
network if she was lesbian or not,
executives told the Television Crit—
ics Association.
Since Ellen, DeGeneres has ap—
peared in films including EdTV and
The Love Letter.
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Mayoral

by Ira King
Staff Writer

Aer

in

and

around the Memphis area
numberin the thousands. With
the race being so wide open,

message here. Memphians are

there may be just enough

not happy with the status quo.

people upset with the status
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things to change.
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of political servitude.
Former city councilmanand
school board member, Mary

zines are chronicling the free—

The election itself is about

Rose McCormick, has the mis—

for—all.
Perennial candidate Robert

more than just who gets the
most votes. Voters are being

taken belief that she can ride
to office on the coattails of

"Prince

showed up at the Shelby

asked by Mayor Herenton to
validate his performance over

Sharon
Goldsworthy
of
Germantown and the new fe—

Mongo"

Hodges

County Election Commission

the last two terms and give

male mayor of Lakeland. She

on filing day sporting silver

him a mandate to return to of—

feet and ankles and a costume
that tan only be described as

fice. Mr. Ford on the other
hand, wants the citizens of

appears to think the city of
Memphis needs to be led by a
grandmother. Mary Rose

typical.

drew from the Mayor‘s race,

Memphis to believe that be— —
cause he has a criminal record,

should go back to her garden—
ing.

opting instead to run against

he is just like the rest of us.

Hang on! It‘s a rat race.

incumbent City Councilman

Apparently he believes the

And, as we all know, in a rat

Ricky Peete. More candidates

rest of us are criminals. In

race the rat usually wins.

withdrew as the deadline for

typical Ford fashion, he is

withdrawal came and went.

lambasting the performance of °

currently a candidate for the

The principals appear to be

Mayor Herenton and espous—

Memphis City Council, Dis—

current mayor, Willie W.

ing a new and different brand

trict 4 position.,
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Utah Agency Refuses to Ban
Other Unmarried
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A
state agency has refused to go along
with efforts by the board of trust—
ees of the state Division of Child
and Family Services to prohibit
Gay and other unmarried couples
from becoming foster parents.
Scott Clark, a Salt Lake attor—
ney and adoptive father of 18 chil—
dren, is chairman of the DCFS
board and has headed its fight
against Gay adoptions.
«
DCFS leadership opposes th
policy. Fewer than 7 percent of
state—sponsored adoptions are to
unmarried couples.
In January, the trustees ap—

Foster Parents

proved the change in adoption
policy on a 7—2 vote. The board rea—
soned a similar change in foster—
care criteria was next, given that
foster parents are frequently given
preference to adopt when the chil—
dren they have cared for become
eligible for adoption.
But state licensing officials have
no desire to wade into the issue,
according to a copyright story in
The Salt Lake Tribune.
"Our licensing board, which sets
policy for our department, is going
along with the mandate we have
received from the Legislature,
which is to limit ourselves to very
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MEMPHIS
BEARS Up

CLus NicHt
Pipeline
Sat., Aug. 14 +10 p.m.
Wear Bear Gear (Hats, T—Shirts, etc.) If You Have It
All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
Pool Party Coming Sat., Sept. 18
Check Web Site for Details
http://www.bigfoot.com/~memphisbears
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basic health and safety standards,"
said Reta Oram, director of the
Office of Licensing for the state
Department of Human Services.
Oram‘s office conducts back—
ground checks of potential foster
and adoptive parents and licenses
the 1,000 state foster homes.
The move to narrow the pool of

An

mer aarvo

Appeals Court Upholds
Verdict in Anti—Gay Attack
DETROIT (AP) —The Michi—
gan Court of Appeals has upheld
a $10 million jury award to a man
shot by assailants who first
taunted him with anti—Gay epi—
thets.
Sean McBride is a paraplegic
because of the Jan. 27, 1994 at—
tack in which he was shot six
times and beaten outside his De—
troit apartment building by three
men. Earlier in the evening, the
men taunted McBride and sub—
jected him to anti—Gay name call—
ing.
In November 1996, a Wayne
County jury ordered Pinkerton‘s
Security and Investigation to pay
$10 million to McBride. A
Pinkerton‘s security guard on
duty in the building stood and
watched as McBride, who is Gay,
was harassed several times dur—
ing a half—hour period.
Two of the men were later
charged with assault with intent
to murder in the attack. The third
attacker never was arrested.
In a ruling released July 2, the
appeals court found that "the na—
ture of the verbal harassment was
both personal and offensive, and
we do not find it unforeseeable
that the verbal harassment ulti—

mately escalated to a physical
confrontation."
Mark Leaf, a spokesman at
Pinkerton‘s headquarters in
Westlake Village, Calif., said
July 14 that the company believed
the jury award was unjustified
and that it was reviewing "avail—
able legal options."
Leaf called the attack on
McBride "tragic and reprehen—
sible" but said it occurred
quickly, and outside the apart—
ment building — while the guard
was inside.
"This was not foreseeable —
that the crime took place in a split
second," he said.
The. decision recognizes that
anti—Gay remarks are offensive,
unacceptable and potentially dan—
gerous, said Carol McNeilage,
McBride‘s attorney.
‘"We are also very pleased to
see that the Court was clear and
cognizant about the relationship
between harassment and acts of
violence in bias—motivated inci—
dents," added Jeffrey Montgom—
ery, executive director of the
Triangle Foundation, a Michigan
Gay and Lesbian civil rights or—
ganization.
¢

lpotential foster parents in any way
— particularly when the state con—
tinues to suffer a chronic shortage
of homes — is opposed by foster—
care organizations and children‘s
advocates.
The board‘s decision to ban un—
married couples from adopting
came in January after contentious
public debate. The change does not
apply to single parents, nor does it
affect private adoptions.
Clark wrote DHS Director
Robin Arnold—Williams in January
that "There is a substantial risk that
if the foster—care placement (to an
unmarried couple) were to be of
long duration, the unmarried
couple would use the preference for
foster parents in adoptive place—
ments to attack the policy barring
such adoptive placements."
Such placements might leave
DCFS vulnerable to litigation, he
wrote.
Clark also cited his concern
about an adoptive couple, two Gay
men, who took the 28—hour course Beer Commercial
required by DCFS for foster and
adoptive parents, even though the Aimed at Gays
men were adopting privately.
servative Christians who pro—
MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
One of the men, Bradley
tested a Gay—oriented advertise—
beer
company
that
has
pitched
ad—
Weischedel, told the DCFS board
ment
earlier
this
year
in January that the agency was vertising to Gays and Lesbians
by Anheuser—Busch of St. Louis
aware of his Gay relationship at the through magazines and social
probably don‘t drink beer any—
events may break fresh ground
time.
way, he said.
with
television
commercials.
Contacted July 13 for comment,
Tom Pirko, a beverage indus—
Miller Brewing Co. is consid—
Clark said only that the issue "is
try marketing consultant who
up to licensing, and that is where it ering a commercial for San Fran—
heads Bevmark LLC of New
cisco cable television, company
sits." He did not elaborate.
York, said some TV commercials
spokesman Ron Acosta said July
12.
have carried subtle hints for
Gays, like showing a bumper
He declined to describe specif—
sticker for a Gay bar.
ics ofthe commercial, explaining
"But a flat—out endorsement is
the company has not yet approved
it.
relatively rare," Pirko said.
M.A.G.Y.
Acosta said the commercial
The Milwaukee brewer has
that Miller is considering, pro—
sponsored sports events for Gays,
moting Genuine Draft, was devel—
has contributed to local Gay fes—
Memphis
oped by Wieden & Kennedy of
tivals and has advertised in Gay—
Portland, Ore., with the partici—
oriented publications.
Area
pation of QTV‘s Xposure Pro—
A beer television commercial,
gram, a cable TV show based in
however, is "a huge deal because
San Francisco.
no one has ever done it before,"
_
Gay
Wieden & Kennedy produces
said Bill Meunier, editor of the
Miller‘s national Genuine Draft
Wisconsin Light, a Milwaukee
Youth
campaign.
publication for Gays and Lesbi—
The co—produced commercial
ans.
Peer support and
would complement a calendar
"It‘s about time," Meunier
discussion group
said. "We do constitute 10 per— * distributed in the San Francisco
area and featuring male models,
cent to 15 percent of the market—
Acosta said.
place."
Call 335—MAGY
Advertising Age, a trade pub—
Surveys show up to 85 percent
lication, reports the 30—second
of Gays and Lesbians prefer buy—
commercial also would feature
ing products from companies that
website:
calendar models known as "the
support the Gay community, even
www.geocities.com/
barechest men."
if it means paying higher prices,
westhollywood/1772/
"It‘s not the first time we‘ve
Meunier said.
done anything with the Gay and
He said Miller need not worry
Lesbian market," Acosta said.
about a customer backlash. Con—

Former Head of Southern
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
former president of the Southern
Baptist Convention made an un—
precedented appearance before a
Gay church, talking tearfully about
the death of three family members
~ from AIDS.
"I felt God wanted me to ‘be
here!" the Rev. Jimmy Allen told
a cheering crowd Friday. "We‘ve
been talking past each other and it‘s
time for us to talk to each other."
Allen received a standing ova—
tion from about 1,500 delegates at
an international convention ofthe
Universal Fellowship of Metro—
politan Community Churches.
Allen, who led the nation‘s larg—
est Protestant denomination from

Baptist Convention Speaks
to Gay Church
able!"
But, he added, "after 30 years, us theologically, then there‘s some—
Allen said he still believes ho—
if we‘re not mature enough to hear thing wrong with us."
mosex uality is against biblical mo—
from someone who disagrees with
rality.
"Our theological perspectives
are different," he said. "But there‘s
something about what God does in
the human heart that reaches be—
yond those differences."
"I appreciated his honesty," said
INSURANC
the Rev. Elder Nancy Wilson, se—
Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
nior pastor at the West Hollywood
Sensiti
ve
to the Needs of the Gay & lesbian Community
Metropolitan Community Church.
The Rev. Elder Troy Perry,
Office: 377—1075
Enrica Ramey
Home: 3749502
founder of the Metropolitan Com—
munity Church and a former South—
ern Baptist pastor, said the decision
to invite Allen had prompted some
controversy.
Supply on Demand.

1971 to 1979, told delegates that
one of his sons, Skip, is Gay and
has the AIDS virus. His other son,
Scott, lost his wife and two sons to
AIDS after she became infected
from a tainted blood transfusion.
Scott Allen was fired as pastor
of a Colorado church after it was
learned his family had AIDS, and
his sons were turned away from
Sunday school at several churches.
"I found out something about
perfect love that casts out fear,"
Allen said. "In our case, fear cast
out perfect love."
"We all felt the shaft of pain to
be untouchable," he told the crowd
at the downtown Bonaventure Ho—
tel. "Nobody should be untouch—

Vermont a Test Ground for
Gay Marriage
By Ross Sneyd
Associated Press Writer
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
Peter Harrigan and Stan Baker have
given up canceling plans every Fri—
day, but they still try to make sure
they‘re close to a phone around 11
a.m.
8
They‘re hoping for news from
the Vermont Supreme Court that
they‘ll be allowed to marry. For
almost eight months now, they‘ve
waited for the weekly release of
court decisions, which come at the
same time every Friday morning.
So far, there‘s been no news.
"Thursday night and Friday
morning we tend to stay pretty close
to the phone, just preparing for what
might happen," Harrigan said.
A lot of others, besides two Les—
bian couples involved in the case
along with Harrigan and Baker,
also are eagerly awaiting the Ver—
mont Supreme Court‘s decision on
whether same—sex marriage should
be legal.
It‘s the only high court in the
nation currently facing that ques—
tion. And many observers believe
Vermont is the most likely state to
allow Gay marriage.
"If there‘s any place it could
stick in the. country, I think it‘s .
Vermont," said Vermont Law
School professor Greg Johnson,
who was involved in a similar
same—sex marriage case in Alaska.
"I think it‘s because ofthe bent of
the people, the politics ofthis state.
... The people here are just more
amenable to the notion of same—sex
marriage. It strikes some deep chords
here about the tradition ofindepen—
dence, letting people do what they
want with their private lives."
He noted that Vermont already
permits Gays and Lesbians to adopt
children, has a Gay rights law and
a hate crimes statute.
So far, the notion of allowing
two men or two women to marry
has not stuck any where else. Courts
in Alaska and Hawaii have ruled
in favor of Gay marriage. But they
were essentially overturned by vot—
ers last November, even though
there still is legal wrangling.

That put Vermont at the fore—
Teachout believes it‘s at least an
front of one of the biggest political
even bet that the Vermont Supreme
debates of the day, drawing advo— ‘Court will rule similarly to the Ha—
cates from both sides.
waii and Alaska courts, deciding that
"I am certainly very hopeful
Gays and Lesbians are being denied
about Vermont," said Evan
their constitutional right to marry.
Wolfson, a lawyer for the Lambda
And that‘s where Vermont could
Legal Defense and Education
differ from Hawaii and Alaska. Op—
Fund, who helped argue the Hawaii
ponents of same—sex marriage could
case and filed a friend—of—the—court
seek to amend the Constitution to
brief in support of the Vermont
reverse the court. Butit‘s not as easy
couples.
in Vermont as most places.
"Everybody‘s waiting with
Two successive legislatures must
bated breath," said Jay Sekulow,
approve proposed constitutional
chief counsel for the American
amendments in Vermont, which then
Center for Law and Justice in Vir—
must also be adopted by a statewide
ginia Beach, Va., which filed a
vote of the people. It‘s a process that
brief opposing Gay marriage in
generally takes four years.
Vermont.
Advocates believe hundreds or
There‘s not much difference
thousands of couples would marry
among the Vermont, Hawaii and
before such an amendment could
Alaska cases. The Vermont couples
reach the people.
argue that marriage is a fundamen—
"Once there is a breakthrough,
tal right that was denied them when
whether it is in Vermont or Hawaii,
their town clerks declined to issue
the fair—minded middle of the public
them marriage licenses two years
is going to see the sky didn‘t fall,"
ago at the advice of the Vermont
Wolfson said.
attorney general.
He and other Gay marriage ad—
"We‘ ve asked the court to say ei—
vocates believe that Vermont‘s con—
ther the law allows same—sex couples
stitutional amendment process would
to marry or else it‘s unconstitu—
give them time to make the idea stick.
tional," said Beth Robinson, the law—
But Sekulow has other ideas. He
yer who argued the case before the
believes that allowing Gays and Les—
court in November.
bians to marry is so wrong that he is .*
The court has a few options, said
willing to devote whatever resources
Peter Teachout, a Vermont Law
are necessary to stop it.
:
School professor who specializes in
"It‘s an issue that‘s transcended
the Vermont Constitution. The jus—
Vermont or Hawaii or Alaska,"
tices could disagree with the couples
Sekulow said in a telephone inter—
and uphold a lower court decision
view from Strasbourg, France, where
that threw out the lawsuit, saying that
he was working to prevent Gay mar—
marriage between a man and a
riage in the European Union. "You
woman furthered the legitimate state
may actually have to write a law or
interest of having children.
constitutional amendment that‘ s ret—
It could avoid the constitutional
roactive to such—and—such a date.
question and rule that the state‘s
That will happen. We‘re researching
marriage laws implicitly permit
it."
same—sex marriages. "It would have
Before it can happen, of course,
the effect of throwing the question
the Vermont court will have to rule.
back, basically, to the people of the
And no one knows when that will
state in legislative assembly,"
happen.
Teachout said.
"It could be this Friday or it could
But the court is most likely to fo—
be a year from Friday," Harrigan
cus on whether denying Gay mar—
said, even though he and Baker pre—
riage is a violation of the Vermont
pare for the big moment every week.
Constitution‘s common. benefits
"Going into this process, the lawyers
clause, akin to the U.S. Constitution‘s
said it could be anywhere between
equal protection clause, Teachout
18 months and five years and we‘re
said.
just short oftwo years."

Since 1972 Yuletide has succeeded in
meeting the demands of Memphis arca
businesses. 24—hour customer service, on—
linejf accounts. and fast "to your door"
G
delivery are the demands we placed on
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the
office supply leader in the Mid—South.
<>2 Contact us about your office needs today.

,

7 Yuletide *IZiE
Sycamore View, Memphis, TN 38134
9011245—372—8588
: Fax 901—388—0785
!~ Need aBouquetof 1
lBalloons or Gift but No'
j
Time to Shop...
wu.samplememphis.corn

Visit us on—line for Memphis first virtual
l
reality gift shop...
Mention this ad in the TIN ar
I
receive 20% any ord
This offervalid until 12/31/99

"When you are buying or selling a home,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."
Randy Wilder
Randy Wilder
327—9900 Home
533—0620 Pager
278—4380 Office
SOWELL & COMPANY
R+E
Ll cif . 0 : oR — §
54 South Cooper

Memphis, TN 38104

’
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TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
treatment is our
business.

Best of all ...

we do it with a soft,
Fainfulteet‘h,
gentle touch.
.

swollen gums,

We are a young an d

unsightly etaing and bad breath...

;

These are messages from your teeth

which say,

"We need

help!"

growing

dental

~

f

practice which prides itself on
§
f

fairness and open—mindednesa.
Make your teeth feel good again!

listen.
Call for an appointment today. We‘

General Dentistry

) ® Memphis,
79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar

(901)
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Gay Men Seek $1 Million for Ejection
From Fair Due to Festive Clothing
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Ritthaler
said
their
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was
"in
PUYALLUP,
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(AP)
—
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were
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in
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New Hampshire School Board Committee
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Says No to Gay Student Group
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IN OVERTON SQUARE
Your Gateway to Gay and Lesbian Travel
International Gay & Lesbian Travel Association

l
u
o
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B

AUGUST 19 —
26

Provincetown Carnival — the biggest
weekend in the Provincetown summer

4 o

AUGUST 20 —
22

Mountain Splash — sports, parties, & fun in
Asheville, NC

o

SEPTEMBER
1 —6

Southern Decadence — New Orleans, LA

K

SEPTEMBER
26

Folsom Street Fair — the mother of all
leather street fairs

N

o
w

PLUS A VARIETY OF GAY & LESBIAN FRIENDLY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS, AND OTHER GREAT

.

VACATION PACKAGES.

_

‘Call or write us to receive your
FREE 1999—2000 Gay/Lesbian Travel Pack
2090 Overton Square Lane
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 276—3388
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Law Regarding Homosexual Sex in
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
A state law that makes homosexual
sex illegal in Missouri was in ques—
tion after an appeals court over—
turned a man‘s conviction on a
sexual misconduct charge.
_ It was unclear what effect the
ruling July 6 by the Western Dis—
trict Court of Appeals on a sexual
misconduct conviction would have
on the law, said Scott Holste, a
spokesman for Attorney General
Jay Nixon.
a
Defense attorney Tara Jensen
said the ruling provided a strong
defense for people charged with
sexual misconduct merely because
they were engaged in homosexual
activity.
The ruling "doesn‘t provide a
reason not be arrested, but would
be a defense," Jensen said.
The ruling is important because
first—degree sexual misconduct is

the only law that attempts to make
consensual sex by people of the
same gender illegal.
William Cogshell of Kansas
City was convicted of homosexual
acts with a boy who was 13 and 14
at the time the acts occurred.
He did not appeal convictions
related to having sex with a minor.
However, he appealed the sexual
misconduct conviction, saying the
acts were consensual.
The boy had agreed to the acts
in exchange for money and gifts
from Cogshell.
The appeals court ruled that "in
order to convict a person of sexual
misconduct ... the state must prove
that the sexual contact alleged oc—
curred without the consent of the
victim."
The court said there was evi—
dence at the trial that the boy had
initiated the contact, that he was

Question After Appeals Court

never forced to have sex and that
no sex occurred when the boy re—
fused.
The court said the state agreed
that no evidence was presented that
the sex occurred without consent.
"The state agrees that the evi—
dence was insufficient to support
the appellant‘s convictions for
sexual misconduct because it did
not establish that the sexual con—
tact between the appellant and (the
boy) was not consensual," the opin—
ion said. "As such, the state acqui—
esces in the reversal of the
appellant‘s convictions on the two
counts of sexual misconduct."
The court said the pertinent
wording of the law is: "A person
commits the crime of sexual mis—
conduct in the first degree if he has
deviate sexual intercourse with an—
other person of the same sex or he
purposely subjects another person

to sexual contact or engages in con—
duct which would constitute sexual
contact ... without that person‘s
consent."
‘Joe Moseley, a former state
senator from Columbia, said he had
intended to write a law in 1994 that
made consensual homosexual acts
legal, but that the bill had been re—
written in committee to have the
opposite effect.
Convictions of first—degree
statutory sodomy and second—de—
gree statutory sodomy reached
against Cogshell in 1998 remained
in effect.
In June 1998, Cogshell was
found to be a persistent offender
and was sentenced to 13 years on

the first—degree sodomy charge and
five years on the second—degree
sodomy charge.
He was given six months on
each of the two sexual misconduct
charges.
Cogshell met the boy in 1996.
The boy said he wanted to end the
relationship in 1997, but Cogshell
told him he would have to return
the gifts, including the shirt and
shoes he was wearing.
The boy did so and left, but re—
turned because he did not want to
go home wearing only his pants.
Cogshell called police to report a
prowler, and an officer found the
boy crying on Cogshell‘s front
porch.

BWMT

Black and

White Men Together
Box 142157

DA‘s Office Says
Morgan

No Charges Against

Stanley in

NEW YORK (AP) — No crimi—
nal charges will be filed against
anyone at Morgan Stanley Dean
Witter, the investment firm that
was accused of paying $10,000 to
an informant who allegedly set up
a fired employee to be arrested.
The——Manhattan
district
attorney‘s office saidthat its inves—
tigation showed that Morgan
Stanley officials used poor judg—
ment but broke no laws in the case
of Christian Curry, the discharged
employee.
Curry, 25, worked for Morgan
Stanley as a real estate analyst from
July 1997 until he was fired in
April 1998. He says he suffered
harassment and bigotry almost the
entire time and has sued the firm
for $1.35 billion.
Firm officials said they fired
Curry for expense account abuses,
but Curry says they fired him be—
cause he is Black and because they
thought he was homosexual after
nude photos of him appeared in a

Memphis, TN 38174—2157
Phone: 276—0168

Curry Case

Gay men‘s magazine.
Curry also says Morgan Stanley
told lies about him and then had
him arrested. His arrest resulted
from a "confidential informant"
telling Morgan Stanley, and then
the Police Department, that Curry
was planning to plant racist and
homophobic e—mail messages in
the company‘s computers.
The e—mail allegedly would
have been designed to support
Curry‘s wrongful termination law—
suit against Morgan Stanley,
spokesman Wayne Brison of Dis—
trict Attorney Robert Morgenthau‘s
office said.
The informant, Charles Joseph
Leuthke, set up a meeting last Aug.
20 between Curry and an under—
cover police officer posing as a
computer hacker. At that meeting,
Brison said, Curry gave the officer
$200 to effect the plan and prom—
ised him a cut of any money from
his lawsuit.
Curry was then arrested and

charged with forgery, coercion and
computer trespass. But prosecutors
became concerned about the cred—
ibility of Leuthke and Morgan
Stanley officials and dropped the
charges against Curry after the in—
vestment firm quietly wired
$10,000 into a Leuthke bank ac—
count.
Brison said the investigation
showed no indication that Morgan
Stanley tried to hide its payment to
Leuthke.
And its failure to tell prosecu—
tors about its contacts with Leuthke
"was due to its inexperience in
dealing with law enforcement of—
ficials —and a lack of appreciation
for the effect the failure to disclose
might have in a criminal case,"
Brison said.
Meanwhile, Leuthke has been
charged with criminal possession
of a forged instrument and aggra—
vated harassment; those charges
are still pending, Brison said.

Jackson, MS

BWMT

601—373—9034
http:/www.geocities.com/wes&holly wood/9913
See Calendar on page 20 for event info.
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Tuesday,

Aug. 3, 7:00 p.m.

Memphis Public Library (Peabody & McLean)
Meeting Room B.
P.O. Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124
Web page: www.gaymemphis.com/lgcj
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Milwaukee Council Approves
Partnership

Domestic

Registry

MILWAUKEE (AP) —Homo—
sexual couples may soon have the
option of formally declaring their
domestic
partnership
in
Wisconsin‘s largest city, although
the recognition carries no legal
benefit.
The City Council passed a reso—
lution July 13 that sets up a domes—
tic partnership registry, which
allows Gay and Lesbian couples to
voluntarily register as domestic
partners with the city clerk. Mayor
John Norquist will sign the mea—
sure as soon as he receives it, said
spokesman Jeff Fleming.
Same—sex couples could pay

$30 to have their names placed on
the registry. They would have to be
18 or older, live together and show
some form offinancial unity, such
as a joint bank account or joint
ownership of a vehicle.
The council passed the ordi—
nance 10—7 over vocal opposition
from several aldermen.
An estimated 500 couples are
expected to register during the ini—
tial year and an average of 100 in
following years, said Legislative
Fiscal Bureau manager Barry J.
Zalben.
The list would be similar to
those in about 50 cities across the

country, including Atlanta, Boston
and Madison, Wis.
Since Madison‘s registry was
introduced in 1990, 349 couples
have registered.
Both people have to be over age
18 and have to be living at the same
address at the time they sign the
document. The couple must be resi—
dents ofthe city of Madison.
Opponents said the registry is
the first step toward carrying out a
destructive Gay—rights agenda.
Supporters said it is a long—over—
due statement in support of equal—
ity, since same—sex partnerships are
not legally recognized by the state.

Memphis‘ Only

SHE—MALE

Boy

Toys
Jason & Friends

542—0709
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Seventh Annual
The seventh annual Drag Olym—
pics will implode Amnesia on
Thurs., Aug. 12 at 10 p.m.
The pre—party will begin at In
The Grove at 8 p.m. starring the
many talents of Chuck Parr ‘and
Jungle Room. Then In The Grove
, will close early at 11 p.m. and
move the entire party to Amnesia.
The host and mistress of ceremo—
nies will be the biggest bitch in At—
lanta, the star of HBO‘s America

Drag

Olympics Set for Aug.

Undercover Special. Dragtime ,
Charlie Brown.
f
Drag Olympics is a benefit for
people living with AIDS. The
cover charge, the drag tips and
money made from selling door
prize tickets will all go to local
AIDS charities. There will be
clowns with balloons and carnival
rides on the patio. Anyone wish—
ing to perform can sign up at Am—
nesia.

The event is sponsored by In The
Grove, Cat‘s Records, Gateway
Travel, TGI Fridays and Amnesia.
Melina and Jamie Layne, the found—
ing sisters of the event, promise the
wildest show Memphis has ever
seen starring Miss Gay Mississippi
USofA Alicia Kelly, Charlie Brown
of Atlanta, Jezabel, Melina, Juanna
Dick, Nova Cain, Foxy Brown,
Clairissa Valentine, Jamie Layne,
Crazy Becky, Luv Shack Betty,

12 at Amnesia

Vickie Valentine, The Fridays Go
Go Dancers, Simply Vonna,
Jackeé, Kelly Green, Demonica,

Living Word
Christian Church

J. Kyle Déaren, Pastor
340 NW.Garland
Merriphis, TW 18104
Phone 276—08577
Sunbay Morning
Sunbay Evening
Wepnesbay Evening

10 am.
6 pm.
7 p.m.

Kirby Kincaid, Jo Anne, Amazing
Grace, and many more.
Chances will be sold for the fol—
lowing prizes: Dinner at Fridays, a
party for 15 people at In The Grove,
a collection of CDs from Cats

Records and a vacation from Gate—
way Travel.
This will be the party of the
summer when everybody can all let
their hair down one more time! We
recommend taking off work on Fri—
day and bringing a designated
driver if you plan to drink with the
drag queens.
Volunteers are needed for host—
esses, stagehands, photographers,
video technicians, floral arrangers
and decorators. This event is in
memory of all of our friends who
have passed on. If anyone would
like to help us out, contact Jezabel,
Melina, or Jamie Layne.
Editors Note: The Triangle
Journal will publish information
about special events in our com—
munity regardless of whether that
business or organization advertises
in this publication or not. See box
on page 2 for information on how
to submit information.

Make Your Voice Heard

"And in accordance wit
h this will of God, we
have been made holy,
consecrated, and
sanctified through the off
ering made once for
all of the body of Jesus
Christ"
Hebrews 10:10 AMP
Join us as we praise and
worship
Our Awsome God!

GAYELLOW

PAGES"

The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
§ Transgender yellow pages: since 1973
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTI
ON FOR WOMEN
U.S.JCANADA: $16 postpaid: Nationwide resources including headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus
complete clty by city information for all the States and Provinces,
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CT, DC, DE,
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV.
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10 postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI,
KS, KY,
LA, MD, MO,us TN, NC, OK, PR, SC , TN, TX, VA, WV,
Is.
Virgin
U.S.
N
ind us at gay—friendly stores like
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969

A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800—343—4002
and many others

For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc., please send

The
ORIGINAL
LoshiGayGayTra
yellaw pages

self—addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,
PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120
Fax: 212420—41126
gayello@banet.net
Igayellowpages.com
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Upcoming City Elections
Submitted by LGCJ
Memphis Lesbian and Gay vot—
ers have a chance to make a differ—
ence in the upcoming city elections
(Oct.7). With what looks like a
close (and crowded) mayor‘s race
and many city council seats open,
Lesbian and Gay voters may pro—
vide the necessary votes to the win—
ning candidates. It is an historic
opportunity for the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian community to become
more involved in city politics.
The Memphis Lesbian & Gay
Coalition for Justice would like to
urge all Gays and Lesbians in
Memphis to register to vote. LGCJ
will be questioning candidates on
Gay/Lesbian issues and will try to

provide information in the Lesbian/
Gay press and its newsletter on
where the candidates stand so ev—
eryone can all make more informed
choices on election day.
Anyone needing to register can
write LGCJ, (PO Box 241363,
Memphis, TN 38124), e—mail:
or call
327—2677 to request a voter regis—
tration form. LGCJ will also be
registering Gay & Lesbian voters
in various clubs and organizations
throughout the month of August.
Any individual or organization
wishing to help or participate in this
voter registeration drive is also
urged to contact LGCJ.
Contact Jim Maynard (327—
2677) or jmaynard2@earthlink.net

Have you participated in the

Memphis BearS celebrate
Christmas in July

Love In Action residential
program in Memphis
between 1993 and the present?

f
" " 174.
4

\ Y
!

® Santa Bear Rick from Nashville‘s Music City
Bears listens to the gift wishes of a fellow club
[|_ member at the Christmas in July party hosted
f, by the Memphis Bears at the Pipeline last

If so, we‘d like to talk to you.
We are a national news program doing
background research for a story. All calls will be
confidential. Please contact us at:
(800) 967—7777, Ext. 3291
or
(800) 221—7386, Ext. 6424
3
x

month. Candy, gifts, sno—cones and holiday
cheer made for a festive summer evening.

COOL

SUMMER

NITES

Inz and Outz owners Ray Casteel
(left) and John Dowling helped
people get an early start on their
holiday shopping by bringing some
of the merchandise from their store
at 553 S. Cooper. They also
contributedseveral of the Christmas
gifts that were given out throughout
the event.

JOIN US FOR AN EVENING OF
ICE CREAM & DESSERTS
Free and open to the entire community.

Hosted by:

@
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Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

Bluff City Sports Association
Softball League
i

FINAL STANDINGS

—f

Send your Free

Persona-Is
by E—mail!

MemphisTJN@aol.com
or by
~ Snail Mail
(Postal Service):

P.O. Box 11485

MemplaijéérN 38111—

Thursday, August 26
Prescott Baptist Church

(Games through July 25)
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GOOD LUCK TO THE JAGUARS AND HAZE AT
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Decision To
By Seth Hettena
Associated Press Writer

Remember The Truman Show? The whole world watched
as Truman grew from an infant into a fine young man.
Fast forward to the Kennedy Show. Remember that cold
day in November 1963 when the whole world watched as
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, Jr., barely three years old saluted
the horse—drawn caisson carrying the body of his father, John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, 35th president of the United States. Fast
forward to May 1994. John F. Kennedy, Jr. and his sister,
Caroline, watched as their motheris put to rest alongside their
father and an infant brother, after a battle with non—Hodgkin
lymphoma.
Fast forward to the weekend of July 16, 1999. Thirty—eight— .
year—old John F. Kennedy, Jr.; his bride of two years Carolyn
Bessette Kennedy; and her sister Lauren Bessette, take off in
his private plane for a wedding at the Kennedy family com—
pound at Hyannis Port. They never made it. They perished in
the waters just off Martha‘s Vineyard.
Much can and will be said about the handsome son of
Camelot. Surely he will be remembered and talked about .
much more than his two passengers. The fact is, he was a
Kennelly, and a good one at that. There were no scandals
plaguing his celebrity. People genuinely liked him.
‘For those of us who watched him grow up as we watched
television grow up, this is like losing a member of the family.
Unlike The Truman Show, where Jim Carey‘s character lived
happily ever after, John—John will live only in our treasured
memories. Good night sweet prince, parting is bittersweet
sorrow.

BALTIMORE (AP) — Advo—
cates for homosexuals rallied be—
hind a priest and a nun ordered by
the Vatican to end their longtime
national ministry to Gays and Les—
bians.
The Rev. Robert Nugent and
Sister Jeannine Gramick on July 13
were barred from ministeringto ho—
mosexuals by the Vatican‘s Con—
gregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith.
The congregation said Nugent
and Gramick "have caused confu—
sion among the Roman Catholic
people and have harmed the com—
munity of the church." It called
their teachings "erroneous and dan—
gerous."
Nugent and Gramick founded
the New Ways Ministry in Prince
George‘s County in 1977 and have
been under investigation by the
church for years. They have repeat—
edly refused to condemn homo—
sexual acts as evil—and instead
strove for reconciliation for Gays
with the Roman Catholic Church.
Charles Cox, executive director
of Dignity USA, the nation‘s larg—
est organization of Gay Catholics,
said Nugent and Gramick treated
homosexuals with a rare sense of
compassion.
Cardinal James A. Hickey, arch—
bishop of Washington, D.C., the
diocese where the New Ways Min—
istry is based, said the Vatican‘s

Discipline Priest and
decision was not made lightly.
"The Holy See was very care—
ful and very patient in undertaking
such a serious action," Hickey said.
"Both were given numerous oppor—
tunities over the past 20 years to
clarify their beliefs and to assent
to the Church‘s full teaching on
homosexuality."
Nugent said he accepts the
Vatican‘s decision.
‘"My ministry of over 25 years
has always included attempts (to)
foster accurate but balanced and
pastorally sensitive theological lan—
guage" about homosexuality, he
said.
The—church makes a distinction
between homosexual acts and Gays
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as people, saying homosexuals
should be treated with "respect,
compassion and sensitivity."
In 1984, Hickey ordered
Gramick and Nugent to break with
their ministry. They were also told
that any pastoral work with homo—
sexuals must include "the church‘s
teaching regarding the intrinsic evil
of homosexual acts."
Nugent and Gramick persisted
with their message, publishing
Building Bridges: Gay and Lesbian
Reality and the Catholic Church in
1992 and Voices of Hope: A Col—
lection of Positive Catholic Writ
ings on Gay and Lesbian Issues in
1995.
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Spirituality
Buns
in Theory

on

the Run

2150 Elzey Avenue, just east of Cooper
Open Mon 7am — 3pm; Tues — Fri, 7am — 6pm; Sat 7am — 2pm —

and Practice.
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Pam and Sharron have the coffee on

Idlewild Presbyterian Church

and the griddle hot at 7 each morning.
Start your day with a hot, hearty

1750 Union

breakfast from Buns on the Run..

All are welcome .

Sundays —— Services 8:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Tuesdays —— Service of Wholeness 5:30 p.m.
Wednesdays —— Church Night Dinner 5:30 p.m.
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From The March on Washington

Here‘s How You Can
Help the March!
Looking for a way to help promote the
March on Washington? Willing to volunteer
some time? We have MMOW peel—off stick—
ers and handout cards for distribution at Pride
Events and GLBT community events in your
area.
If you are willing to distribute these
MMOW materials to help promote the
march, send us your name and mailing ad—
dress and we‘ll rush promotional materials
to you by return mail. Send requests by e—
mail to MMOW2000@aol.com or call the
March office at 818—891—1748.
Write us today and let us know how many
handouts you can use
Martina Navratilova to be
Featured at MMOW
Tennis champion, activist and author
Martina Navratilova will be a featured key—
note speaker at the Millennium March on
Washington for Equality, the Fourth national
march for LGBT rights scheduled for April
30, 2000.
d
"We are honored that one of the great
sheroes of the Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered community, and one of the
greatest athletes of the 20th Century, will
participate in the upcoming March on Wash—
ington," said Nicole Murray—Ramirez, co—
chair of the march.
Navratilova, who won more than 1400

professional matches and 167 titles during
her professional tennis career, is also co—
founder of the Rainbow Card program,
which has distributed more than $600,000
to non—profit groups serving the LGBT com—
munities since its founding in October 1995.
The Rainbow Card was conceived dur—
ing Navratilova‘s participation in the 1993
March on Washington and the photo on the
front of the Rainbow Card was taken as she
spoke from the main stage during that event,
"Martina Navratilova is a great role model
for the LGBT communities," said Robin
Tyler, executive producer of the Millennium
March on Washington. "By coming out at
the height of her career when she was the
most famous athlete in the world, Martina
made enormous personal sacrifices, includ—
ing major corporate sponsorships and the
significant revenue they brought to other ath—
letes. Her courage pioneered the way for
other celebrities to come out and has given
hope to hundreds of thousands in the LGBT
movement."
Had Problems Registering
Online?
If you experienced problems registering
on the Millennium March Official Website,
now is the time to try again. The registration
system is now fully functional. Visit
www.mmow.org — or go to PlanetOut key—
word: MMOW — and sign—up today. Ev—
eryone who registers will receive a free

MMOW Access Card good for $100 off
travel and lodging to the march.
If you‘ve already signed—up, be on the
lookout for your MMOW Access Card. They
will be mailed at the end of July.
If you encounter any problems register—
ing
online,
e—mail
us
at
MMOW2000@aol.com.

Both PFLAG and the National Youth Ad—
vocacy Coalition were founded from the
national marches in 1979 and 1987, respec—
tively. And The Front Page, a premiere
GLBT newspaper serving North and South
Carolina was created from the inspiration of
the 1979 march.
Meet The Newest MMOW

Board Members
The MMOW Board of Directors contin—
ues to grow and expand, representing the
Chicago
broad
diversity of the LGBT communities.
The next meeting of the MMOW Board
We extend a warm weclome to the three
of Directors will be held in Chicago Aug. 2—
newest members:
3. This meeting is open to the public. A town
Malcolm Lazin is executive director of
meeting to gather community input for the
PrideFest
America in Philadelphia. Malcolm
Millennium March will also be held in Chi—
is an attorney by profession having been an .
cago on Monday evening, Aug. 2. Locations
assistant U.S. attorney and thereafter a part—
for both meetings are being finalized and will
ner in a law firm. He was chair of the Penn—
be posted on the Millennium March website
sylvania Crime Commission overseeing a
at www.mmow.org as soon as arrangements
staff of 60 with a mission of investigating
are completed.
organized crime. He received the US Attor—
ney. Genral‘s Distinguished Service Award
We Welcome Many New
given annually to five of the more than
MMOW Endorsing
100,000 employees of the US Dept. of Jus—
Organizations
tice. He has been active in the Gay and Les—
There‘s a sense of excitement as GLBT
bian community for over 10 years. He is
organizations across the country endorse the
founder of PrideFest America. In 1999, he
Millennium March on Washington.
became its executive director.
MMOW Board Member David Medina
Butch McKay is executive director of
and Associate Producer Ginny Foat report
Coastal Pride of Florida, which provides Gay
on the most recent organizations to endorse
issues workshops, promotes safer sex prac—
the march:
tices, lobbies legislators on issues affecting
We extend a warm welcome to the friends
our community, and organizes social events.
and members of the HIV Network, Inc. of
He has been actively involved in the area of
Johnson City, Tenn. The Network is a non—
HIV/AIDS education, outreach and case
profit organization providing support and
management for more than 11 years. He is
services to people with HIV and AIDS, and
currently the executive director of Okaloosa
to their friends and families. Welcome to
AIDS Support and Informational Services,
Spectrum Center for LGBT Concerns. They
Inc.(OASIS) of Fort Walton Beach, Fla.
provide services to 6000 persons annually
Butch is the founder and chair of the Posi—
in Marin, County, Calif. Middle Tennessee
tive Living HIV Conference Series held an—
State University Lambda (Murfreesboro,
nually in northwest Florida, attracting
Tenn.) has also endorsed. They provide a
nationally known researchers and present—
safe arena for GLBT students and their sup—
ers in the field of HIV/AIDS care and at—
porters to discuss issues of interest and con—
. tendees from all over the Southeast. He
cern to their community. Trenton Gay &
serves on the Community Advisory Boards
Lesbian Civic Association (N.J.), which fos—
of the AIDS Clinical Trials Group and the
ters greater participation of Trenton‘s Gay
AIDS Vaccine Evaluation Unit at the Uni—
and Lesbians in civic life. PrideNet.com of
versity of Alabama at Birmingham AIDS
Trappe, Md., provides GLBT resources over
Research Clinic. He serves as a district leader
the Internet... Cyberdolls On—Line, a Lesbian
with Florida AIDS Action Council calling
networking and resourcing group with more
on legislators both in Florida and in Wash—
than 300 members and the PFLAG Chapter
ington, D.C., regarding HIV/AIDS legisla—
of Norfolk and Southern Hampton Roades, .
tion, He has been recognized as Outstanding
Va.
Social Worker of the Year by the Florida
Here‘s a reminder that every organization
Association for Health.
endorsing the march may designate a mem—
The 1993 March on Washington was a
ber or representative to serve on.the MMOW
turning point in McKay‘s life. He wants to
Leadership Council to implement the plat—
be a rural voice in Washington, D.C. on April
form of the march and to work with local,
30, 2000 and will be working to get his broth—
state and regional organizing. Official en—
ers and sisters in small towns to participate
dorsement forms may be downloaded from
in this historical event.
www.mmow.org, or are available upon e—
Dennis Gorg of St. Louis, Mo. is presi—
mail request from MMOW2000@aol.com.
dent of Events Group, Inc. and has long been
active in the GLBT communities. He is a
National GLBT Marches Birth
board member of St, Louis Pride, on the ex—
New Organizations and
ecutive committee of the St. Louis Efforts
Groups
for AIDS, Inc., a board member of Aware—
Did you know that the GLBT marches on
ness of Breast Cancer, and a member ofthe
Washington have consistently birthed new
St. Louis Convention & Vistors Commis—
organizations and new movements? And the sion.
upcoming march will be no different. For
The board continues to maintain its strong
example, the forerunner of today‘s National
committment to diversity in our communi—
Black Lesbian & Gay Leadership Forum was ties. 50% of the board membes are women,
born at the 1979 March on Washington.
and 50% are people of color.
National Coming Out Day was born at the
1987 march, as was LLEGO, the largest
See March on page 14
LGBT Latino/a organization in the world.
MMOW Town Meeting, Board
Meeting Scheduled for
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N.C.

Lawmakers

By Dennis Patterson
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH (AP) — The North
Carolina General Assembly failed
to act on several social issues in—
volving Gay rights.
Gay rights advocates made
greater inroads in the Legislature
this year than ever before, but still
failed to persuade a majority of leg—

Baptists

Reject Gay—rights

islators to change the state‘s crime—
against—nature statute or to add
Gays to the state‘s hate crimes law.
In the House, a judiciary com—
mittee approved a bill that would
have expanded the hate crimes law
to cover sexual orientation, age,
gender and disability.
North Carolina law now allows
tougher sentences for crimes moti—
vated by hatred linked to race, re—

Bills

ligion or national origin.
The bill narrowly cleared the
judiciary committee, but failed in
the full House, 58—48. Gay rights
advocates said they were encour—
aged by the 10—vote margin on the
first vote everheld in the House on
Gay rights.
A day after the vote, however,
the House voted 67—36 to kill a lo—
cal bill that would have allowed

Delay Ouster Of Churches In

Orange County to ban discrimina—
tion against Gays.
The measure would have al—
lowed the county to ban discrimi—
nation in employment, housing or
public accommodations based on
sexual orientation. It also would
have allowed the local ordinance
to prohibit speech or conduct that
appeared to incite criminal action
against Gays.
In the Senate, a bill that would
have legalized homosexual acts

S

between consenting adults, if done
in private and not for hire, failed
to meet a legislative deadline for
approval. But the bill got a hear—
ing before the Senate Judiciary II
Committee any way.
Sen. Brad Miller, D—Wake, said
he allowed bill supporters to de—
bate it for an hour even though it
could not pass because they had
wanted a chance to discuss the
measure.

OGWt

for 9 years! Please call me
when gou are ready to cell

Gay Dispute
By Richard N. Ostling
AP Religion Writer

—

NEW YORK (AP) — Four
California congregations that were
expelled from the 1.5 million—
member
American
Baptist
Churches USA over their liberal
stand on homosexuality have
gained a reprieve after other church
members protested.
The pastor of one of the congre—
gations, the Rev. Esther Hargis of
Berkeley, Calif., said she was offi—
cially notified July 16 that several
regional subunits had filed formal
protests over the expulsion, which
came in June at a meeting in Des
Moines ofthe denomination‘s Gen—
eral Board.
She said the expulsion violated
longstanding commitment to plu—

ralism, adding, "you don‘t throw
churches out on theological
grounds."
The Rev. Susan B. W. Johnson
of Chicago‘s Hyde Park Union
Church, who organized the pro—
tests, said the filings freeze the ex—
pulsions of all four expelled
congregations in Berkeley, Oak—
land, San Jose and San Leandro.
The protests set in motion a pro—
cess of "adjudication" that has
rarely if ever been used in such dis—
putes.
Though the General Board is the
denomination‘s highest policy—
making body, the decision by a
committee of executives on the
denominational staff, or by arbitra—
tors they appoint, will be final.
The Rev*® Daniel Weiss, chief
executive at American Baptist
headquarters in Valley Forge, Pa.,

was unavailable for comment.
The four congregations, as well
as the Hyde Park Union Church,
are among 29 in the denomination
that belong to the Association of
Welcoming and Affirming Bap—
tists, a caucus that encourages full
participation by Gays and Lesbi—
ans.
Despite this vocal liberal wing,
American Baptist Churches gener—
ally are moderate to conservative.
The separate and much larger
Southern Baptist Convention is a
vigorous supporter of the Christian
tradition against same—sex behav—
ior.
The regional subunits that
lodged the protest, Johnson said,
were in Massachusetts; Connecti—
cut; Philadelphia; Rochester, N.Y.;
and Chicago.
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New Broward County Law Grants
levi—leather club
Unmarried

Partners Access to Benefits

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP)
—A new law took effect in Broward
County July 12 that grants unmar—
ried partners — Gay or straight —
access to some county benefits once
available only to heterosexual mar—
ried couples.
"It‘s not marriage by any means,"
said Robin Bodiford, a Fort Lauder—
dale lawyer who helped led the push.
"But it is at least some kind of rec—
ognition that we have these kind of
relationships."
The new law requires Broward
County to offer health benefits to the
unmarried partners of county em—
ployees and gives bidding advan—
tages to contracting companies that
offer same benefits to their employ—
ees.
Domestic partners will agree to be
responsible for one another‘s food
and shelter during their relationship.
In return, they will be treated as im—
mediate family for hospital and jail
visitations.
They will also be allowed to make
medical decisions if their partners
can‘t make them on their own.
The state‘s Defense of Marriage Act
prohibits legal recognition of same—
sex marriages, so many see the law
as a venue for formal, public recog—
nition of their relationships.
"It‘s very important for us to regis—

ter because the government is finally
starting to recognize that we are fami—
lies," said Tony Ramos, president of

Gays United to Attack Repression
and Discrimination, a Gay—rights
group in Broward County.

CLUB NIGHT
Sat., August 21 — 10 P.M.
PIPELINE

March
Continued from Page 13
How National GLBT
Marches Change Lives!
Letter from Jeff Sizemore and
Tim Bates (Tennessee):
I‘m sure you‘ve been over—
whelmed with questions, com—
ments,
and
requests
for
information about the upcoming
march, so I‘ll keep it short...
My partner and I live in rural
East Tennessee, where the major—
ity of the Gay "community" can—
not afford, due to social/family/
religious pressures, to live their
lives openly and honestly, with
pride and dignity.
Our city‘s first "Gay pride" cel—
ebration took place in a private,
controlled area to keep media cov—
erage, as well as potential social
confrontation/violence, at bay.
Such is life in rural, homophobic
America. Granted, we‘re making
progress. But ever so slowly.
That‘s why we look with antici—
pation and hope to the upcoming
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SHOW YOUR LEATHER!
Millennium March on Washington
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
forEquality in Washington, D.C.
on April 30, 2000. Events such as
this are not just important, they are
vital to the visibility of: GLBT
Spiritual Resources
communities in our country. They
are a peaceful reminder that intol—
in the Memphis Area
erance, ignorance and outright vio—
lence toward fellow human beings
should never have been accepted, _
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
and will no longer be tolerated..
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
As members of this commu—
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
nity, my partner and I seek no spe—
Holy
Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
cial rights...only the human rights
intrinsic to our status as compan—
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
ions in the human race. For this
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
reason, in the spring of next year,
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
we will join millions of support—
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
ers in our nation‘s capital in pur—
suit of freedom, justice and
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
recognition for all.
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
Because we care about
St.
John‘s
United Methodist Church — 276—4104
ourselves... because we care about
others... because we‘re not willing
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
to mourn another senseless, tragic
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
end like those faced by Matthew
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Shepherd
or
Billy
Jack
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
Gaither... we will be there.
Published as a public service by the Triangle Journal News.
Jeff Sizemore/Tim Bates
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Gay Couple Appeals Ruling on Adoption
ERIE, Pa.
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
GENTLE, RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE
IN/OUT CALLS
161—7977
GIFT CERTIFICATES

(A15) — Two men
hope an appeals court will allow
them to become adoptive parents
and help define parental rights for
Gay couples in Pennsylvania.
The couple has asked the state
Superior Court to overturn a deci—
sion by Erie County Judge Shad
Connelly, who ruled last month
that state law dictates that only one
man can be the legal parent of the
two children.
The children, an 8—year—old boy
and a 7—year—old girl, were adopted
by one of the men and raised since
infancy by the couple. The man
who does not have legal custody
said he wants to be officially named
a parent in case his partner dies.
"The children have been and
will continue to live with their fam—
ily regardless ofthe court‘s action,"

said Karen Engro, a lawyer for the
couple. "If the adoption is granted,
everyone wins. By denying it, ev—
eryone loses."
Lower court judges have dif—
fered on the issue, and appeals
courts have not made a definitive
decision. Connelly said the Legis—
lature should specifically sanction
Gay marriages before judges can
allow Gay couples to adopt.
The men, who are 43 and 42
years old, have been together for
18 years and are identified only by
their initials in court records. They
have asked reporters not to use their
names to protect the children‘s pri—
vacy.
Another lawyer for the couple,
Chris Biancheria, said other Com—
mon Pleas Court judges in the state
have granted "second parent"

Gay Rodeo Breaks

As other denominations
tell you "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"
First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value ofevery human life

AURORA, Colo. (AP) — J.D.
Norton shatters the cowboy stereo—
type. —
True, Norton is a Colorado cow—
boy who has been competing in
bull riding, barebackbronc riding
and calf roping events for the last
20 years. He is also Gay.
"I don‘t want them to think it‘s
a bunch of sissies running around,"
Norton said as he took part in the
17th annual Rocky Mountain Re—
gional Rodeo.
"We are true to the Western

Down Stereotypes

spirit," Norton said. "We are cow—
boys and cowgirls even though we
have a differentprivate lifestyle."
The competitors are amateurs
sponsored by the International Gay
Rodeo Association, an umbrella
group for 20 regional associations
in the United States and Canada.
The metro—area rodeo is the
largest regional event on the Gay
circuit, as well as the oldest. Qrganizers said about 1,200 people
came to watch the two—day event.
Unlike the professional rodeos,

VISTA Volunteer/Project Assistant

for the Southwest Tennessee HIV & AIDS
Care Consortium. To facilitate member re—
cruitment, marketing/PR materials, work with
community agencies.

Must

have some

knowledge of HIV & AIDS, ability to work with
diverse groups,

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins * 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor

research

adoptions for Gay couples.
She said a Superior Court rul—
ing in favor of the adoption could
help establish guidelines for lower
courts.
"It would mean that these type
of adoptions would have to be
granted in every county," she said.
She said Connelly, in ruling
against the adoption, ignored the
Legislature‘s stipulation that all
adoptions be considered in light of
"the children‘s best interests."
In his ruling, Connelly wrote
that the "best interest" issue was
irrelevant because the request was
illegal to begin with.
"Because the Legislature has
not seen fit to specifically sanction
such adoptions as this, this court is
not empowered to grant the peti—
tion for adoption," he wrote.

and computer

skills. Stipend, educational grant and ben—
efits. HIV+s encouraged to apply. Send re—
sume by 8/2/99 to Anthony Fox, United Way,
P.O. Box 41897, Memphis, TN 38174—1897.
—EOE—
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men and women compete against
each other in the Gay rodeos and
the rules are a little less stringent.
For instance, bull riders must stay
on for six seconds, instead of the
eight—second rule of the pro rodeos. —
Though Gay rodeos have their
share of professional cowboys and
cowgirls, they can be hard to find.
Many ofthe Gay athletes compete
as professionals but don‘ t use their
real names in Gay rodeos for fear
of being ostracized in the conser—
vative rodeo world.
"It‘s understandable," said Rob—
ert Gonzales, one of the Denver
organizers. "There‘s that good ol‘
boy attitude (at other rodeos)."
In addition to the traditional
events such as roping and riding,
Gay—rodeos have unique competi—
tions such as steer decorating (ty—
ing a ribbon on a steer‘s tail), a wild
drag race (a man or woman dressed
in drag whorides a steer), and goat
dressing (putting underwear on a
goat). !
Despite the unconventional
events, the spirit remains the same.
‘"Why wouldn‘t we exist?" said
R.C. Cueller, president ofthe Mile
High chapter of the Colorado Gay
Rodeo Association. "We love
horses. We love the Western heri—
tage."
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1757 Autumn Ave. — $259,900. 3 BR, 2 1/2 BA, 4 bay windows,

fe

1238$|edge— $175,500. Daffoldils, lilacs and lillies!!This
!OVely historic treasure has an awesome kitchen, light open
spaces and a—studio/workshop with skylights! New drive—
way. 5 BR renovated.kitchen w/ real butcher counters —
Divine.

luxury bath, stainless kitchen, incredible porch. Guest house rents for
$550.
—
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1279 Sledge—$179,900. Rock the summer away! Best front porch
in Midtown! Behind the front door is an awesome home, too! One of
the coolest kitchens in town. Updated baths and 5 bedrooms. NEW
ROOF, covered parking!
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1003 Island Park Circle — Custom—built three—story
home located in Harbortown. This 3—bedroom, 3.5—bath home
features 5 porches (one screened), an office and a media
":Tal

room with spectacular views of the river from every floor. Other
amenities include hardwood floors, 2—person jacuzzi, ceiling
fans, 2" wood blinds throughout, lventless fireplace, built—in

j

105 Island Crest Circle — 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath,
hardwood floors, moldings galore, brick courtyard, pro—
fessionally landscaped, sprinkler system, jacuzzi, 2—car
garage, foyer, plantation shutters.

porches (Southern style), plus soaring ceilings, fireplace, 3 BR,
3 BA & bonus room. Best value on the Island. $249,900.
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146 Harbor Ridge — Ain‘t we got STYLE?! Custom design
(Manhattan style), skyline view (Memphis style), awesome

bookcase, laundry room and monitored alarm system.
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Georgia, Tension

By Russ Bynum
Associated Press Writer
. MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) — The
members of Wesleyan Fellowship
are religious nomads, attending ser—
vices in borrowed churches and du—
tifully checking e—mail to make
sure they know at which sanctuary
to meet each week.
Services are held Sunday eve—
nings — when churches are avail—
able.
They once belonged to the
5,000—member First United Meth—
odist Church, where the elite fami—
lies of this Atlanta suburb have
worshiped for generations. Gov.
Roy Barnes is among those in the
pews every Sunday.
But last month, about 900
people — including Republican
Rep. Bob Barr — split from the
church. They left with their pastor,
the Rev. Charles Sineath, after two
years ‘of protesting what they see
as growing acceptance of same—sex
marriages by state and national
Methodist leaders.
Sineath, the church‘s pastor of

Religious

22 years, fell out of favor with state
Methodist leaders by criticizing a
decision to allow same—sex mar—
riages in chapels at Emory Univer—
sity, a Methodist school in Atlanta.
Barnes — a Democrat who has
been a member of the church for
30 years and was married there —
said he decided to stay because of
close ties to the church and to
friends, not because of politics.
"Same—sex marriages are pro—
hibited by the law of this state and
the discipline of the Methodist
Church," he said. ."I agree with
abiding by the. law and I agree with
the law."
Barr said his family left the
church out of loyalty to Sineath.
"Our congregation and our pas—
tor should not be punished for do—
ing what he and the Bible believes
is right and for what we always
have stood for," Barr said.
*
The debate has divided neigh—
bors and friends, many of whom
have worshiped at First United
Methodist for over 50 years. Most
in the congregation say they oppose
same—sex unions, but not enough to
break with the church.
"It wasn‘t easy to leave," said

Ginger Harris, who had been a
member of First United since 1956.
"But the decision — biblically and
standing on your convictions —
was pretty clear cut."
Sineath said: "It‘s kind of like
when the doctor says, ‘You need
chemotherapy‘ and another one
says, ‘No, you need radiation.‘
Both of them agree there‘s cancer."
The split underscores the diffi—
culty some Methodist churches
have in welcoming homosexual
parishioners without endorsing
their behavior.
"If homosexuals want to wor—
ship here, they‘re welcome. All
people are welcome in these
doors," said Sam Storey, the First
United‘s associate pastor. "But we
don‘t believe that lifestyle is com—
patible with Christian teachings."
Those who joined the Wesleyan
Fellowship are generally younger
than those who remained at First
United.
The departing members also
were among the church‘s heftiest
donors. The split will cost the
church about $1 million annually,
about a third of its budget, said Jack
Miller, chairman of the church staff

Liberty Protection Act

Endangers Civil
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Religious Liberty Protection Act
approved July 15 by the U.S.
House of Representatives would
make it easier to discriminate
against people on the basis of
sexual orientation, marital or fam—
ily status and disability status, the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force warned.
NGLTF Executive Director
Kerry Lobe] warned that under the
legislation passed by the House,
owners of large apartment build—
ings would be able to cite their re—
ligious exercise protections to deny
the civil rights of prospective ten—
ants. She called on the Senate to
add explicit language to the legis—
lation that makes it clear RLPA
does not create a defense to the
enforcement of state and local civil
rights laws.
"Protecting religious liberty is
a worthy cause, but not at the ex—
pense of any person‘s other civil
rights," Lobel said. "We strongly
believe both of these principles are
important and neither should be
sacrificed for the sake of the other.
We don‘t have to play one critical
civil right against another in order
for both to prevail."
A broad coalition of groups has
come together to oppose RLPA
because of the lack of exemption
for civil rights protections. These
groups include AIDS Action, the
American Civil Liberties Union,
the Consortium for Citizens with
Disabilities Rights Task Force, Gay
and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation, Human Rights Cam—

Elite Church

Over Same—Sex Marriage Splits

Rights,

parish committee.
The debate over homosexuality
within the Methodist church ex—
ploded nationally in 1997 after
Jimmy Creech, a Methodist minis—
ter in Omaha, Neb., performed a
Lesbian marriage in defiance of his
bishop. A church jury acquitted
Creech of disobedience.
Creech‘s actions prompted the
church‘s Judicial Council in Au—
gust 1998 to take a Methodist
guideline prohibiting Gay mar—
riages and make it church law,

meaning pastors who violated the
rule could be defrocked.
While nearly 1,000 people
turned out for the Wesleyan Fel—
lowship on a recent Sunday, an
equal number of worshipers filled
the pews at Marietta First to hear
the first sermon from their new
pastor, the Rev. Joe Peabody.
His topic? Forgiveness.
"If forgiveness doesn‘t happen
in church, where will it happen?"
Peabody asked.

MONTHLY MEETING
THURSDAY,
AUG. 12, 7 P.M.

YWCA
Tio
ORGANIZATION
EOR women

766 S. Highland St.
for more information,
call 578—3286

Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News

NGLTF Warns

paign, NAACP Legal Defense
Fund, National Latino/a Lesbian
and Gay Organization, National
Black Lesbian and Gay Leadership
Forum, National Catholic AIDS
Network and National Organiza—
tion for Women.
The National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force in 1998 published Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual & Transgender
Civil Rights Laws In the U.S., a
comprehensive report that details

the status of Gay, Lesbian, bisexual
and transgendered people nation—
ally and state by state. It provides
details about what kinds of dis—
crimination civil rights laws ban,
what benefits domestic partnership
measures provide and what penal—
ties the hate crimes laws enforce,
what penalties anti—Gay laws re—
quire. For this and a complete list
of NGLTF publications, visit
www.ngltf.org/pub/html.

Archbishop Discourages

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104
(901) 272—2853
You can get all your floral needs
met here at Lavender Earth.

Attendance at Gay
You can watch as we turn

Catholics‘ Meeting
a Gay organization," Cox said.
DENVER (AP) — The Catho—
Chaput sent a letter about Dig—
lic Archdiocese of Denver is warn—
nity/USA to priests. Archdiocese
ing priests against allowing
officials couldn‘t be reached for
parishioners to attend a national
comment July 16. The letter didn‘t
meeting of a Gay Catholic group
specifically prohibit local priests
scheduled next month in Denver.
from participating or saying masses
Instead, Denver Archbishop
Charles Chaput is encouraging . for the Dignity members.
The Catholic Church teaches
priests‘ involvement in the Denver
that
homosexual acts are "intrinsi—
chapter of Courage, a national Ro—
cally evil," and that Gays should
man Catholic organization that en—
be celibate. Last month the Vatican
courages Gay Catholics to be
ordered an American nun and priest
celibate.
to stop their ministry to Gays be—
Dignity/USA, based in Wash—
cause, according to Vatican offi—
ington, D.C., will meet Aug. 5—8 in
cials, the two have refused to
Denver despite Chaput‘s opposi—
condemn homosexual practice:
tion, said Charles Cox, executive
In 1997, U.S. Catholic bishops
director.
f
issued
a statement saying parents
Although he said he is frustrated
should love their Gay children and
by Chaput‘s statement, he wasn‘t
that nothing in the Bible or Catho—
surprised. "Given the current envi—
lic
teaching encourages any kind of
ronment in the Catholic Church,
discrimination against Gays.
it‘s not safe for anyone to welcome

Flowers into Art.

. You deserve the personal attention
you get from Lavender Earth.

Soaprocks??
Yes we have glycerin soap that
will stun you with their beauty.
These soaps look identical
to precious gem stones.
A must for every bath.
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ZOiLted in God's; Love Beception
dloly Trinity

338 South Front at Vance
901—523—0599

i 3430 Summer Ave.
901 / 320—9376
Join TAs Sunday, 11:00 a.m.
and TOednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Welcome to the Triangle Jowinal News
Catendar. We tuy to provide as many
_
upcoming eventsin the GLBS. community as .
possible. If you would like to add your event
or need to update an existing event, please e—
mail eur Calendar Editor, Angela Lamb, at
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Makes Its Mid—South Debut
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TJN COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Friday
|
Thursday
|
Wednesday
|
_ Tuesday
|_
Monday

|

Sunday

AUGUST _
* ﬁ¥éréhssegVICESl hs
(osm & Service Tam:

2

|" Feast for Friends
Dinner St John‘s

C&
|
*Womin Celebrating
Womin, Fully Alive,
Call 323—2078,
6:15pm

:
* Church Services
(See August 1)
* Bros. & Sisters
Bowling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club
Cntr Cv, 5:45pm

Bexdinat
eadline for
«

$3123 gafvices
(See August 1)

]

Saturday
7

4
3
* LGCJ, Main Library, « HTCC, Bible Study, « Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
7pm
Mtg. Rm. B, 7pm

* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,

13
._
12]
11
f
10
« BGALA, Call for Info. « HTCC, Bible Study, « NOW Mtg., YWCA, |« "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
766 S. Highland,
7pm
(278—5825 or 729—
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
7pm
* Living Word
3915), 7:30pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
Christian Church,
Squares, Prescott
Service, 7pm
Mem. Bapt. Church
(Call 272—2116 or
.825—6518 for times)
* BGALA Board
Meeting, Call for
time and location

« Lambda Group,
Jackson, TN,
Regional Hosp.,
Classroom A, 2pm
* Memphis Bears Club
Night, Pipeline,10pm

* Bros. & Sisters Bowling

* Feast for Friends
Dinner, 'St‘ John‘s

16

Methodist, 6:30pm

6pm & Dinner/Mtg.,
6:45pm
* BGALA, Call for Info.

*BWMT Business Mtg.,
Spm, Call 2764762 for
>

« Womin Celebrating

* Church Services

Womin, Fully Alive,

(See August 1)

* Bros. & Sisters Bowling,

Cordova Lanes, 7945
Club Cntr Cy, 5:45pm

29

Call 823—2078,

6:15pm

* Womin Celebrating
* Church Services
Womin, Fully Alive,
(See August 1)
* Bros. & Sisters Bowing, Call 323—2078,
6:15pm
Cordova Lanes, 7945
Club Cntr Cy, 5:45pm

Mtg, United Way on
Union, 3pm

* Integrity Service,

CordbvaLanec 7945 s
Club Cntr Cv 5,45an

info
+ WAC Meeting, Call for
Info. (272—3638), 7pm

18

* HTCC, Bible Study,

« AIDS Consortium

4

Meeting, 6:30pm

+ BGALA, Call for Info.

(278—5825 or 729—
3915), 7:30pm

Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm

Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church

Christian Church,

(Call 272—2116 or

Service, 7pm

325—6518 for times)

* Lesbian Dinner Club
(Call for Details: 324—
6949)

* Tsarus Club Night,

* Southern Country
Monthly Hoedown,

7pm

Christian Church,
Service, 7pm

4 SEPTEMBER
* HTCC, Bible Study,
« BGALA, Call for
7pm
Info. (278—5825 or
729—3915), 7:30pm « Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm

The Memphis
s
Gay and Lesbian
i

Box 41 074
Mem ph|s 381 74

(901 ) 324—GAYS

Triangle Journal News.

25
+ HTCC, Bible Study, » Lambda Group,
« Living Word

f

Space donated as a public
service of the

Club 501

* HIV/AIDS Support
Group, Jonesboro,

k

é

Pipeline, 10pm

Tpm

(278—5025 or 729
3915), 7:30pm

» Intergrity Board

7pm
* Living Word

2

* "Fifty—One Percent,"

« Cotton Pickin‘

CRUIS

communlty
Center

(729—3915)
15

NEWEST
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()l’|“ |
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6
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9
3 PM — 3 AM

WEVL FM 90, 1pm
« Catholic Mass with
Special Invitation to
Gays & Lesbians, St.
Patrick‘s Catholic
Church, 7pm

Mem. Bapt. Church
(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)

Living Word Christian — Methodist, 6:30pm « BGALA, Call for Info. « Living Word
Christian Church,
Church Services 10am + Memphis Pride Mtg., (278—5825 or 729—
Service, 7pm
Fully Alive, Call 323— 3915), 7:30pm
Service
fe?
* HIV/AIDS Support
a
2078, 7pm
1am |_.
Group, Jonesboro,
Bros. & Sisters
* Bowling,
Cordova
7pm
Lanes, 7945 Club Cntr
Cv, 5:45pm
* WAC Meeting, Call for Info.
(272—3638), 7pm

|

6

Jackson, TN,

Regional Hosp.,

Classroom A, 6pm
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church
(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)

« Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church
(Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times)

Sept. ‘99
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* "Fifty—One Percent," « BWMT Condom
Sponsored by NOW, Night, N—cognito,
10pm
WEVL FM 90, 1pm

(901) 272—0855
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BLUFF CITY SPORTS
ASSOCIATION GREA
TF ULLY THANKS
THE FOLLOWING LE
AGUE SPONSORS FO
R THEIR SUPPORT
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_
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POP TUNES RECOR
D SHOPS

VISIT THEIR 8 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS FOR ALL
YOUR |
CD‘S — TAPES — RECORDS
ae

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE BUSINESSE
S THEY SUPPORT THE
MEMPHIS GAY COMMUNITY
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NGLTF Calls for Full
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Kerry Lobel, executive director of
the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force, issued the following state—
ment July 9 in response to the bru—
tal beating death of PFC Barry
Winchell. Winchell, a 21—year—old
Private First Class at Fort
Campbell, died earlier at a hospi—

Investigation

tal in nearby Nashville, Tenn after
allegedly being assaulted with a
baseball bat by at least one of his
fellow servicemen.
"We call on the military authori—
ties to fully investigate and disclose
the nature of this terrible tragedy.
PFC Winchell pledged to protect
and defend his country. Who was

into Brutal

protecting and defending PFC
Winchell? Although not all of the
facts surrounding this death are
known, it is important to point out
that it occurred in a climate of hos—
tility against Gays and Lesbians —
a climate fostered by the military 1s
own policies. "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t
Tell" doesn‘t work — in fact, it has

Death of Army PFC

made things worse.
"Winchell‘s death also occurred
during an epidemic of hate violence
against Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered people. Last year, at
least 33 lives were lost as a result
of anti—GLBT violence.
"We also call on all branches of
the military to take immediate steps
to ensure the safety and well—be—
ing ofall the men and women serv—
ing our country. The fear of
discrimination, harassment, intimi—
dation and even violence is all too

real for many military personnel —
whether they are Gay, Lesbian, bi—
sexual or transgendered or whether
they are perceived as such."
The Servicemembers Legal De—
fense Network has dispatched staff
members to the Fort Campbell area
to investigate the circumstances of
the incident. Anyone with relevant
information should call 202—669—
6279 over the weekend and 202—
328—3244 during working hours or
email sldn@sldn.org.

Second Soldier Accused
in

‘Aphrodite

I$ PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 2 EXCITING EVENTS FOR AUGUST

__

SAT.,

‘An Evening

AUG.

218T

of Entertainment at ONE MORE"

2117 Peabo

DMISS ON FREE
{0:00 PM— A

Fort Campbell

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— A second Fort Campbell sol—
dier has been charged in the beat—
ing death of an Army private
whose slaying has drawn attention
from Gay—rights groups.
Spec. Justin Fisher, 25, was
charged over the weekend with
four offenses in the death of Pfc.
Barry Winchell, 21, of Kansas
City, Mo.
Pvt. Calvin Glover, 18, was ac—
cused earlier of premeditated mur—
der.
Winchell died July 6, a day af—
ter the attack in a barracks hall—

WORLD

Death

way.
Fisher was accused of encour—
aging Glover to hit Winchell with
an undisclosed weapon, acting as
an accessory after the crime, lying
to investigators and obstructing the
investigation.
The Lesbian and Gay Coalition
for Justice and the Servicemembers
Legal Defense Network have said
several people have told them that
Winchell was killed because he
was thought to be Gay.
Fort Campbell officials have
said they have no evidence that was
the motive.
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TO STARS AND CELEBRITIES
OVERS$S YEARS EXPERIENCE
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Falwell

n
Responds Angrily to White‘s Ope

SECOND OPEN LETTER TO
JERRY FALWELL FROM MEL
WHITE
June 30, 1999
Dear Jerry,
Yesterday, at a family reunion
celebrating the 29th birthday of our
son, Michael, (and my 59th) we re—
ceived a call from a friend who
couldn‘t wait to tell us the good
news. "Reverend Falwell has an—
swered your first OPEN LETTER
TO JERRY," he said, "and on the
front page of the July issue of his
National Liberty Journal."
All seven of us were there — son;
daughter; son—in—law; grand—daugh—
ter; Katie; former wife, Lyla; and
Gary, my partner of 15 years. We
gathered around the computer to read
your response to my OPEN LET—
TER. They were stunned by the way
you fictionalized our lives to make
your point.
"Mel abandoned his family and
his ministry," you wrote, "and moved

in with his male lover." In the silence
that followed those five pages of
misinformation, Katie said softly,
"Why did he say that you abandoned
us, Grampa?"
+
"Because he just doesn‘t under—
stand," I replied.
There are so many things you
don‘t understand, Jerry. But that‘s all
right. You aren‘t alone. Millions of
people are as confused and con—
founded by this issue as you are. For
decades our family, too, was a vic—
tim of misinformation about sexual
orientation. Thank God, our story has
a happy ending, but far too many
lives are wasted, too many families
ruined, too many congregations torn
apart because they don‘t know the
truth about Lesbian, Gay, bisexual,
and transgendered minorities and are
victims of fear and ignorance instead.
When I appealed to you in 1996
you replied, "I am not interested in
promoting your publicity stunts and/
or media hypes." Jerry, I‘m not in—
terested in personal publicity or me—
dia hype. I‘m not asking for a

P
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Letter.

|

a biblical issue. We are a democracy,
"debate" either. The "debate" has
not a theocracy. The laws of this land
gone on far too long. We‘re just
protect our right to disagree about
shouting at each other across an ever—
these six biblical verses without be—
widening chasm. Almost no one is
ing denied the basic rights guaran—
listening. The whole country is di—
teed all Americans by the
vided. Let‘s begin a real conversa—
Constitution. Nevertheless, since you
tion before more families are ruined
support your case against us on bib—
and more lives are lost. If you and I
lical grounds, let‘s use this second
are totally honest and lovingly frank,
Open Letter to focus on the ancient
our public conversation could ben—
story of Sodom in Genesis 19.
efit everyone on both sides of this is—
These are your words, Jerry:
sue.
"God wiped Sodom and Gomorrah
TI‘ll start by admitting that you are
clean from the face of the earth!
right when you say that I sinned in
These two Old Testamentcities were
leaving my wife, Lyla. Jesus is very
so filled with homosexuality and per—
clear that divorce is a sin. I have con—
version that they were utterly
fessed my sin and been forgiven by
destroyed... Will our nation face a
God, by my former wife and by my
similar fate because God—fearing
children. And out of their forgiveness
moral people failed to stop homo—
and understanding, we have become
sexuality from becoming an accepted
a family again.
A
lifestyle in our churches, schools and
What you find difficult to under—
public places?"
stand is that the sin.I committed in
With respect, I‘m asking you 107
getting a divorce had roots in another
kind of sin altogether, the sin of mis— consider the possibility that you are
missing the point of this ancient story
information. In your first OPEN
altogether
and in the process you‘ ve
LETTER TO MEL you recall that
become a primary source of misin—
you were "...born and raised in a
formation about homosexuality and
segregationist culture." And you ad—
homosexuals that has tragic conse—
mit frankly that as a young believer,
quences for its victims, heterosexual
"...this [misinformation about race]
and homosexual alike.
was one of the first things that the
With all the love we have for the
Holy Spirit began purging from my
Scriptures, Jerry, we still have to
life."
I was born and raised in a culture — admit that the Bible can be a very
dangerous book. In the 16th century,
misinformed about homosexuality. I
John Selden said, "These three words
was told that my feelings were a
— ‘Search the Scriptures‘ — have
sickess and that to act on those feel—
undone the world." He was right; yet
ings was a sin. "All you need," one
we must go on searching them for
counselor informed me, ‘"is to marry
our sake and for the sake of our
a good woman." I did and from that
wounded world. The Bible‘s central
misinformation, all kinds of suffer—
theme is clear: God loves the world
ing followed.
and is determined to rescue and re—
In my childhood and youth there
new
it. Yet the misuse of the Bible‘s
were reasons to be convinced that
great love story has drenched the
homosexuality was a sickness and a
planet in blood and tears.
sin. The American Psychological
The Scriptures have been misused
Association listed homosexuality as
to defend bloody crusades and inqui—
an illness until 1973 and the six
sitions; to support slavery, apartheid,
verses in the Bible that referred to
and segregation; to sanction the
any kind of same—sex intimacy,
physical and emotional abuse of
homo—
condemn
to
seemed plainly
women and children; to persecute
sexuality as a sin to those who had
Jews and other non—Christian people
never studied what the verses meant
of faith; to support the holocaust of
millions.
Like
place.
and
time
their
in
Hitler‘s Third Reich; to oppose medi—
before, we became victims of scien—
cal
science; to condemn inter—racial
It
misinformation.
tific and biblical
took the Spirit of Truth 35 years to marriage; to execute women as
witches; to excuse the violent racism
purge that misinformation from my
life.
In your letter, you say that I have
"sinned against Scripture." Then you
reprint an entire letter you wrote me
in 1996 to explain your biblical op—
position to homosexuality. However,
in that long letter you didn‘ t mention
Sodom, or the "holiness" passages in
Leviticus. You don‘t even discuss
Paul‘s writings in Romans, I
Corinthians or I Timothy, the only
passages used to support the biblical
case against homosexuality. You
only say: "Make no mistake about it.
The Bible in both the Old and New
Testaments declares homosexuality
to be a sin." Don‘t we both owe it to
God, to the Bible, to each other, and
to those we serve, to take time to see
if your assumptions are true?
Before we do that, Jerry, I hope
you will remember that whatever you
feel about homosexuality and homo—
sexuals, our right to equal protection
under the law is a Constitutional, not

of the Ku Klux Klan; to mobilize
militias, white supremacy and neo—

whose citizens refused to feed the
hungry, house the homeless, care for
widows and orphans, or open their
hearts and homes to strangers at the
f

gate.

Is it fair to blame homosexuals for
the destruction of Sodom when the
prophets and Jesus make it clear that
God destroyed that city because it
refused to help the needy and the
outcast? Isn‘t it equally clear that
God decided to destroy the city long
before its men and boys gathered in
Lot‘s front yard? Isn‘t it possible that
by using this story to condemn ho—
mosexuals we might also be missing
the real lesson God wants us to learn
from whatever happened in the dark—
ness that night?
In Genesis 19:4—5, Moses tells us
who had gathered on Lot‘s lawn.
"All the men of the city, both old and
young, all the men from every quar—
ter." Jerry, not even in San Francisco
could every man and boy be Gay. So,
what really is happening at Lot‘s
gate? The only clues Moses gives us
are the words shouted by the mob.
"Where are the men who came to
your home tonight? Bring them out
that we might know them."
The Hebrew verb "to know" is
rarely used to mean sexual inter—
course. More often it is used exactly
as we use it today when we ask,
"Who are you?" A soldier on guard
would say, "Halt! Who goes there?"
A threatening phone call might be
answered, "Who is=this?" In July,
1964, when the four boys from the
Congress on Racial Equality were
arrested for protesting segregation on
your church steps, did anyone say it
this way? "Who are these strangers?
Why do they come here?"
No one might even have sus—
pected that there were sexual over—
tones if Lot hadn‘t tried to appease
the mob by offering them his virgin
daughters. (Sexism and homophobia
usually go hand in hand.) But the
girls weren‘t spared because the mob
was Gay. The bullies in that mob,
like bullies throughout the centuries,
wanted no outsiders in their neigh—
borhood. This was their turf and the
gang assembled to defend it.
The men of Sodom were demon—
strating the very reason that God had
decided to destroy that city. What—
ever they feared, hated, or didn‘t

tolerance and discrimination against

understand, they sought to punish
and eliminate. Think of Nazi Brown

sexual minorities. You claim that

Shirts breaking Jewish shop win—

God destroyed Sodom because of
homosexuality. Yet Jesus and five

dows, or the Klu Klux Klan burning

Jewish prophets all describe the sins

Russell

of Sodom without including homo—

McKinney

sexuality. Even your friend, Billy

Shepard.

nazi movements; and to condone in—

a cross on a black family‘s lawn, or

"This is the sin of Sodom," said

and

murdering

Aaron

Matthew

If Russell and Aaron had raped

Graham, doesn‘t mention homosexu—
ality on Sodom‘s list of sins.

Henderson

Matthew before they killed him,
would you have assumed that the two

the prophet, Ezekiel. "She and her
suburbs had pride, excess of food,

boys were homosexuals? Gang rape,

and prosperous ease, but did not help
or encourage the poor and needy.

about sex. It‘s about humiliating

They were arrogant and this was

derstand. It was common in ancient

abominable in God‘s eyes, (Ez.16¢

times for soldiers to dehumanize and

48—49)."

demean the vanquished by raping

How could the prophet make it
more clear? This story of Sodom is
not about sexual orientation. It is a
rather terrifying example of how God
feels about a rich and selfish city

""""""""""""""""""""""""
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heterosqxual or homosexual, is not
someone you hate, fear, or don‘t un—

them in the heat of victory. It is still
happening today.
We all saw front page photos re—
See Open Letter on page 33
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By Kevin Galvin
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — As—
serting the United States has a
moral duty to do more to fight
AIDS, Vice President Al Gore an—
nounced a new $100 million pro—
posal to help Africa stop the
disease‘s spread.
Gore, whose campaign to be—
come the Democratic Party‘s nomi—
nee for U.S. president in the 2000
elections has been dogged by AIDS
activists, also released a new study
on the scope and the toll of the HIV
virus in Africa.
"The crisis is growing, and so
must our commitment," he said.

Lexington

Million Sought to Fig
ht AIDS Abroad

Activists from ACT—UP have
pursued Gore to campaign stops to
protest U.S. administration policies
that they say increase the difficulty
in getting affordable AIDS drugs
to people who need them in South
Africa.
On July 19, the vice president,
joined by Archbishop Desmond
Tutu, the Nobel Prize laureate from
South Africa, announced new pro—
posals to fight AIDS in Africa that
are not included in President Bill
Clinton‘s budget for next year.
Also at the event was Olivia
Nantong, a 20—year—old from
Uganda whose mother succumbed
to AIDS eight years ago. Gore and
Sandy Thurman, the Clinton

Passes

administration‘s chief official deal—
ing with AIDS, stood by the sob—
bing Nantong and whispered
encouragement as she thanked the
U.S. government for supporting a
grass—roots group in Uganda that
took care of her when she was or—
phaned.
"The story Olivia just told us,
which wrenches our hearts — try
multiplying that by 40 million to
capture some idea of the magnitude
of that tragedy," Gore said.
— The spending proposals an—
nounced by Gore included $48 mil—
lion for AIDS education,
counseling and testing, which in—
volved a Defense Department pro—
gram to train African militaries

Gay

Anti—discriminatio

n Ordinance

By Tim Whitmire
Associated Press Writer

._

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Seemingly anxious to be rid of a
controversial issue, members of
Lexington‘s governing council
gave an expected vote of passage
to an ordinance banning discrimi—
nation against homosexuals in em—
ployment, housing and public
accommodations.
"Today has been the longest day
of my life," councilman Bill
Farmer said before siding with the
majority in the 12—3 vote July 8. "I
want it over. ... It may come back
to haunt us, but for today I want it
over."
Approval had been widely ex—
pected after a majority of the coun—
cil indicated support at the
measure‘s first reading. Hundreds
of supporters, many wearing rain—
bow—striped stickers, burst into
loud cheers when the final vote was
cast.
Lexington joins Louisville as
the only two Kentucky cities to
have passed Gay anti—discrimina—
tion
ordinances,
although
Louisville‘s law extends only to
protection against workplace dis—
crimination.
Farmer was one ofseveral mem—
bers of the Lexington—Fayette Ur—
ban County Council who objected
to heated rhetoric from both sides
in the debate. A number of coun—
cilors said they had received per—
sonal and political threats from
activists opposed to their stance.
Gloria Martin, who supported
the ordinance, said she received
hateful letters.
"These correspondences really
opened my eyes and confirmed
why we needed to have this ordi—
nance," she said.
In addition to protecting homo—
sexuals, the ordinance also bans
discrimination against individuals
who have had a sex—change opera—
tion or who manifest a gender iden—

tity other than their biological male
or female identity.
Many council members who
spoke in support of the measure
said they felt compelled to stand.
against all forms of discrimination.
Councilman Robert Jefferson,
who is Black, drew a parallel to
Lexington‘s civil rights battles of
the 1950s and 1960s, in which he
was a participant.
"I‘m proud of this community
and this council tonight, because
we have said again that Lexington
is fair," Jefferson said.
Vice—mayor and councilwoman
Isabel Yates said she agonized over
her vote.
"I do not condone or promote
homosexuality, or any kind of in—
appropriate behavior," she said.
"But I am here to provide equal
protection. It is a step in the right
direction to treat everyone equally
and fairly."
Supporters were jubilant after—
ward.
"It was nice to see the city step
forward to look after all their citi—
zens," said Jeff Jones, co—chair of
the group Lexington Fairness.
Opponents complained that the
council took less than three weeks
from the start of debate on the mea—
sure to final passage, saying the
process was rushed and ill—consid—
ered.
"The people have not seen this,"
said Jonathan Sisk, a local busi—
nessman who spoke against the or—
dinance. "People are out of town

and on vacation. There‘s just no
way you can justify the process and
what they did tonight."
Councilman Al Mitchell agreed.
"To rush it through in 18 days is
unfair to the citizens of Lexington,"
he said.
Councilwoman Sandy Shafer
said she voted against the ordi—
nance because, "Today I see the
bedrooms being brought into the
workplace and into housing and
public accommodations."
And councilman Fred Brown
said there were too many unan—
swered questions about the
ordinance‘s consequences.
Prior to final passage, the coun—
cil voted in favor of several amend—
ments. One clarifies that employers
will still be allowed to ban cross—
dressing and to designate gender—
specific restrooms and shower
facilities.
In addition, the original ordi—
nance had banned discrimination
on the basis of "perceived" homo—
sexuality. After objections, this was
amended to ban discrimination on
the basis of "imputed" homosexu—
ality.
j
One of the lighter moments of
the evening came when Mitchell
asked, "Can we get an explanation
of ‘imputed‘?"
He was read a dictionary defi—
nition that said the word means to
‘blame, often falsely or unjustly,
and the amendment was passed by
a 14—1 vote.
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how to train people in AIDS pre— in sub—Saharan Africa have died
of
vention.
AIDS in the past decade. By 2005,
The remaining funds would be the death toll could reach 13,000
targeted for care in homes and com— people per day.
munities, caring for children or—
AIDS Action, which represents
phaned by AIDS and helping other 3,200 community—based groups
in
countries build infrastructures to the United States, praised Gore‘s
confront the spread of AIDS.
announcement as a historic break—
"We are the promise of hope through, but others were irritated
and change," Gore said. "We have that the vice president hadn‘t ad—
the knowledge and the compassion dressed worries over trade policies
and the moral duty to make a dif— affecting prescription drugs.
ference."
"Certainly, some money is better
The proposals would be paid for than none," said Dr. Peter Lurie, an
through offsets from existing do— activist with Public Citizen. "But
the
mestic programs in the United fact is that for not a penny the Ameri—
States.
can government could stop support—
Gore also released a report from ing trade restrictions that are an
the Office of National AIDS policy important reason people with AIDS
that found that 12 million people can‘t get access to drugs."
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What Were the Lesbian
‘Though a time of great repres—
sion for Lesbians and Gay men, the
1950s and early 1960s were actu—
ally a heyday for Lesbian novels
in the United States. Pulp fiction
— cheap paperbacks printed on
coarse paper — proved to be what
one historian has called the "sur—
vival literature" of Lesbians during
that era.
&
After World War II, the rapid
development of the technology for
producing mass—market paperbacks
led to a blossoming of Lesbian—

by marketing concerns, not as a
service to Lesbians. In fact, many
publishers didn‘t think of Lesbians
as the market for these books; they
assumed straight men would buy
them for titillation. Consequently,
many of the Lesbian pulps pub—
lished during that era were soft—
core porn written by men for men
(sometimes pseudonymously),
though Lesbians avidly read them,
too. However, the pulp novels that
Lesbians cherished most tended to
be those actually written by Lesbi—

n om Jne tan

ines Suitecnc

o

B
themed fiction. It started in 1950,
when Fawcett Books made the
move to paperback publishing with
its imprint, Gold Medal Books. The
imprint included many genres of
fiction, such as mysteries and west—
erns, which were sold in bus sta—
tions, drugstores, and even
— supermarkets for a quarter or
slightly more. The common de—
nominator of all the Gold Medal
titles was sex, sex and more sex —
including Lesbian sex.
The decision to produce Lesbian
pulps was fueled first and foremost

Guard

Pulp Novels of the 1950s?

I

A

N

_C

O

ans.
In 1950, Gold Medal‘s first Les—
bian title, Women‘s Barracks, ap—
peared, written by a Lesbian using
the name Tereska Torres. A front—
cover blurb pronounced it "the
frank autobiography of a French
soldier girl." The cover art was a
lurid tease, with three young
servicewomen lounging on their
bunks in various states of undress.
Women‘s Barracks was specifi—
cally condemned by the House Un—
American Activities Committee in
1952. Though congressmen had

read it privately, none of them
would quote from it publicly, be—
cause it was too "pornographic."
Of course, the sexual content of
most of these novels was quite
muted.
Sexy covers and suggestive tag
lines like those on Torres‘s novel
quickly became the trademark of
Lesbian pulp fiction. "A story once
told in whispers now frankly, hon—
estly written," read the teaser of
Spring Fire (1952), a pulp written
by Lesbian Vin Packer. The cov—
ers may
h a v e
be. e f
de. —
signed
to lure
m a l e
readers,
but they
also— signaled "Lesbian" to many
young women who felt isolated and
alone, unable to claim their Lesbi—
anism openly for fear of reprisal.
Though the cover art of pulp
novels always depicted ultra—femi—
nine women, the "real" Lesbians in
the stories were often tomboys or
"bad girls" who seduced innocent
straight women. Reflecting psy—
chological theories of the time,
Lesbian pulp writers often pre—
sented Lesbianism as the result of
a trauma, such as rape or incest. At
the end, the innocent straight

Ann Bannon, creator of the Beebo
Brinker series, was really Ann
Thayer, a married woman and col—
lege professor. Thayer, like many |
of her characters, led a double life,
leaving her husband and children
on the weekend to frequent Lesbian
bars in Greenwich Village. In the
early 1980s, when Naiad Press re—
published the entire Beebo series,
its creator finally came out as the
author of the novels.
For millions of Lesbians in the
1950s, buying a pulp novel could
be a courageous public act, one that
expressed a desire to explore or
claim a Lesbian—identity in a time
of repression. Lesbians hid the
books under their mattresses or
stashed them in closets, but they
also circulated them anddiscussed
them, creating an underground
community of Lesbian readers.
Though the themes were dark and
the outlook bleak, Lesbian pulp
novels played a vital role in the
development of Lesbian identity
before Stonewall.
Gay Essentials, a collection of
David Bianco‘s. Past Out history
columns, is forthcoming from
Alyson Publications this October.
He
~can be
reached
at
DaveBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www.planetout.com.

Drops Review of Member Who Wrote ‘We, as Gay People‘

COLCHESTER, Vt. (AP) —
The Vermont Air National Guard
has dropped its investigation of a
member who wrote a letter to a
newspaper that raised the possibil—
ity that he is Gay.
Johenry Nunes, a technical ser—
geant and Air Guard member since
1987, said he was glad to hear he
would be allowed to stay in the
military, but upset that he was in—
vestigated because of a letter he
wrote to a newspaper.
"This has nothing to do with job
performance," said Nunes, 37. "I
never said that I was ... (Gay), and
it shouldn‘t be a question of that."
Under the military‘s "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell" policy, military investi—
gators are not allowed to question
a member about his or her sexual
orientation. But a service member
who publicly declares he or she is
homosexual can be discharged.
Adjutant Gen. Martha Rainville,
head of the National Guard in Ver—
mont, said the Air Guard properly
followed up on Nunes‘ June 2 let—
ter to the editor of The Burlington
Free Press, which included the
; hrase, "We, as Gay people ..."
But she said an investigator who
icrviewed Nunes on the tele—
mone concluded that the letter was
t a public declaration of homo—
xuality.
"When they spoke, there was
© hing that would lead to him hav—
: to be. discharged," Rainville

said. "As far as I‘m concerned, this

isn‘t going to be taken any further."
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"June will start up Gay pride: let‘s not, because it‘s not right and
month throughout the United it‘s true the spirit never does sleep."
States," Nunes wrote. "Please,
In an interview with the Free
please, let‘s not stoop.down to the Press, Nunes, who also works as a
level of these so—called Christians. prison guard at the Northwest State
We, as Gay people, along with all Correctional Facility in St. Albans,
the other diversities of people, are declined to indicate his sexual ori—
intelligent and creative enough to entation. He said the phrase, "We,
hurt the people of Colorado, but as Gay people," was a general

c oumo(A Neeuiel
gold alk

T
|1LJ‘|L

statement of solidarity with Gays,
and that he could as easily have
indicated solidarity with Jews,
women or Black people.
"I‘ve always been very vocal
about diversity," said Nunes,
whose parents come from Portugal.
"I feel akin to all groups."

Gay—Lesbian Group Gets Grant from Princess Di Foundation
The Diana, Princess of Wales
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
Outright, A Portland organization Memorial Fund was created in
for Gay and Lesbian youth, is get— 1997 after Diana‘s death, when
ting a $25,000 grant from a foun— thousands of people from around
dation set up in memory of the world sent cash contributions
to Britain as a token of their sym—
Britain‘s Princess Diana.
The grant is in keeping with pathy.
Outright was one of 19 groups
Diana‘s interest in helping groups
that are seen as outside the main— across the country that were given
stream and that may have trouble awards from the foundation‘s
getting financial help, foundation American affiliate, out of about 180
that were in the running.
spokesman Leslie Gianelli said.
Cathy Kidman, Outright‘s ex—
"The princess was certainly
very interested in helping groups ecutive director, called the grant a
that are somewhat on the fringe," — welcome acknowledgment of her
Gianelli said. "She was very active group‘ s work.
"It says that Gay, Lesbian, bi—
with AIDS organizations and
looked to lend her aura to groups sexual and transgender youth are
considered different or unfashion— important to our community, and
national funders are recognizing
able in society."
Outright offers support services that that‘s a marginalized segment
to people under 22 whose sexual of the teen—age population," she
orientation is being attacked by said.
Outright plans to use the foun—
their heterosexual peers. That in—
dation
grant for more programs for
cludes bisexual and transgender
youths in addition to Gays and Les— youth and adults in Maine‘s middle
and high schools, and in agencies
bians.
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woman almost always returned to
a "normal" life with a man. If the
Lesbian protagonist wasn‘ t herself
converted to heterosexuality, she
usually became an alcoholic, lost
her job, or committed suicide. Pub—
lishers insisted on these kinds of
"moral" endings, condemning Les—
bian sexuality even while exploit—
ing it. In this regard, Lesbian pulps
followed: the formula of torment
and sacrifice that Radclyffe Hall
established in The Well of Loneli—
ness in 1928.
In contrast, The Price of Salt
was unusual among Lesbian pulps.
Authored by acclaimed suspense
writer Patricia Highsmith (Strang—
ers on a Train) under the pseud—
onym Claire Morgan, it is
commonly believed to be the first
Lesbian novel with a happy end—
ing. As Highsmith, herself a Les—
bian, put it 30 years later, the lovers
"came out alive at the end and with
a fair amount of hope for a happy
future." Highsmith‘s novel sold an
incredible 1 million copies in the
United States during the single year
of 1953, the same year the Kinsey
report on women‘s sexuality ap—
peared. "Claire Morgan" was inun—
dated with fan letters from
Lesbians and Gay men, thanking
her for the book‘s positive ending.
Like Highsmith, other Lesbian
pulp fiction writers used pseud—
onyms to protect their identities.
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that work with young people.
Programs will focus on devel—
oping leaders. among Gay, Lesbian,
bisexual and transgender young

people, and on educating school
staff and students about the effects
of harassment on non—heterosex ual
teens.

friends
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Friends For Life Pantry
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Such As Happened
When you read this I will
probably be on a roller coaster
somewhere above the Mason

Before We Went...

than it appears and the lights on
the dance floor are unique. It is

The ice cream is homemade and

also open very, very late.

son.
Memphis Pride hasits annual

Dixon line.

everybody gets a free dance les—

Benefit Recap
Mystic Krewe of MU benefit
for Bluff City Sports Associa—

of performers with lots of help
from Aphrodite.

tion — $500.

Etiquette Department
from Lady A.
Certain members of a local
ball club should have noticed
that everyone (we mean every—
one) else was standing for the
National Anthem at a recent
benefit. It is not only ballpark
etiquette but it shows some re—
spect for the anthem, the per—
former singing or synching the
anthem, and respect for every—
one else. Some people choose
to make a political statement by
standing and turning their backs
during the anthem but yakking,
ignoring the performer and put—
ting your hat back on is just
plain rude.
If we don‘t tell you, you‘ll
just get talked about until you‘re
really embarrassed. You were
sitting in the center of the room‘
and you know who you are. We
noticed.

election of

J—Wag‘s
J a g u a r s

For Carol Molder who is re—

officers on

benefit —

Where will I be able to get kan—

tiring from Pride after holding

garoo and ostrich now?
This month‘s Memphis Bears

leadership positions for at least

Mon., Aug.
16, at Fully

$1,382 of
which half

Short Subjects
R.IL.P.—Arizona Restaurant.

Warm Fuzzy of the
Month

meeting and

was

do—

Alive.

club night "Christmas in July"

five celebrations, more than
anyone I know. We have a spe—

has to go down for the most door

cial bond (she knows what I

has its an—

Friends For

nual meet—

Life.
St" a r

nated

MGLCC

to

prizes ever given during a club

mean) and now, she, Susan

night. Special guests were Inz

Taranto, George Ettinger, Andy

ing

and Outz cards and gifts with the

Cain, Tommy Simmons and
several others (including my—

election of

Wars

officers in

Madison

self) are entitled to stand on the
sidelines and criticize. Soon,

August, see
calendar for

response in the underwear de—

former Pride chairs and boards
will be able to fill a float of our

date.
We have

partment (even though it was

own.

a rare treat
£
coming up again, John Inman,
England‘s most celebrated poof,
will host afternoon tea at
Goldsmith‘s Oak Court Rug
Department on Sun., Aug. 22,

largest selection of bear gear
I‘ ve ever seen.
Tsarus club night "Under—
wear Night" didn‘t get too much

hot enough) but it did bring out
some folks we seldom see.
Memphis‘ newest leather club, —

Coming Up
Amnesia‘s Drag Olympics—

4—F, had a fine showing.
N—Cognito on Front and

Thurs. Aug. 12, 10 p.m. Ben—

Vance has been recently remod—
eled with airbrush murals and
the opening of a new game

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares an—

room. This bar is much bigger

efits local HIV/AIDS charities.
nual

Ice

Cream

Social—

Prescott Baptist Church fellow—
ship hall, Thurs. Aug. 26, 7 p.m.

and

as a benefit for WKNO. If
you‘ve ever seen Are You Be—
ing Served, you may want to
meet this gentleman who is as
much a delight in person as on
TV. In case you are from an—
other continent, he is world (lit—
erally) famous as the character
Wilberforce Humphries.

Sheridan Lambe,

S

at

Flame, to
be ne fit
Holy Trin—
ity Building
Fund
—

$2,100.
The Mystic Krewe benefit
was notable for the final Mem—
phis performance of I. D. Claire
who is taking her humungous
bozzumbas to Florida.
The Jaguars benefit was no—
table for a flamingo strategically
placed to enhance. Some people
will do anything to get attention.
Ask at the bar; it evidently made
money.
Star Wars had a fine variety

.

Final Round
Wheeeeeeeeeee! !!!!!

I!!

Ta, ta.
V. A.

Lcsw

Specializing in

ity‘s
Star Wars Benefit for Holy Trin
Building Fund Raises $2100

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
ng
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseli

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
d01i:761—9178

(Left) The Triangle Journal‘s own
Vincent Astor (left) and fellow nun
performed the "Sisters" number from
the movie\White Christmas dressed as
ecclesiastical sisters.

WOLF RIVER
PLUMBING & PIPING
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REPAIRS
REMODELING
NEW CONSTRUCTION

BACKFLOW PREVENTION
INSTALLED/CERTIFIED/REPAIRED
#BF 1540
853—5506
LICENSED « BONDED
#M5538
#PO783

(Right) Guest Performer Aurora Knight from Jackson,
Tenn. receives a donation from Holy Trinity Community |
Church Pastor Timothy Meadows as sheperformed "Proud _| j
t
Mary" at the successful Star Wars fundraiser.
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much less clear, because such a fe—
male is already producing about as
many offspring as she can. The
usual thinking is that females hope
to have sex with a genetically "su
QUEER perior" male who can produce bet—
ter—quality offspring than those
produced by her own mate.
In human societies all kinds of
§cience sexual arrangements have cropped
up, from free love to the harem sys—
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
tem, but the dominant pattern has
been social monogamy. As with
many species, a goodly fraction of
The Biology of Monogamy all human children — about 10 per—
cent of children in the contempo—
Virgin boy meets virgin girl,
perpetuates the genes of animals
rary U.S., according to some
they fall in love, get married, have
that are faithful.
estimates — are not the biological
sex for the first time on their wed—
Behind the proper facade of children of their "social fathers."
ding night, and remain sexually
these "monogamous" relation—
In general, men are more eager to
faithful to each other until death do
ships, however, a lot of hanky—
sleep around than women, for the
them part. Sounds good, right? And
panky goes on. This has been
biological reasons just mentioned,
maybe once or twice, in the entire
studied by researchers who analyze
but women are willing enough to
history of the human race, it actu—
the DNA of families of animals in
make the game worth playing.
ally happened.
the wild. Among most species of
An extra wrinkle arises in hu—
Idealized visions of human
"monogamous" birds, for example,
man sexuality, however, because
sexuality such as this one would be
it turns out that something like 15
humans have gone further than
harmless enough, except that they
percent of the offspring are fa—
most animals in separating sex
often form the basis for moralistic
thered by an outsider male. In some
from reproduction. In evolutionary
attacks on sexual non—conformists,
species, however, such as tamarin
terms it seems truly bizarre that
especially Gay men. So let‘s take
monkeys and prairie voles, all the
humans would be willing to expend
a look at the whole issue of mo—
young are truly the offspring of great efforts and take great risks to
nogamy, including variations on it
both members of the pair. Thus,
have sex outside their established
‘and deviations from it, from a sci—
biologists distinguish between "so—
partnerships, but would then make
entific perspective.
cial monogamy," which involves
the sex non—reproductive by the use
Out there in the animal king—
pair—bonding without sexual exclu—
of condoms, the penetration of non—
dom, monogamy is connected with
sivity, and "sexual monogamy,"
reproductive orifices, or the choice
the raising of young: in species
which is sexually exclusive.
of partners of the same sex. Evi—
where it takes the combined efforts
The willingness of males to
dently, the evolutionary process
of two parents to raise offspring,
sleep around is well understood in
has been hi—jacked by the interven—
an evolutionary context: sex is so
stable pair—bonds tend to form. This
tion of mind—something that we‘ll
"cheap" for a male that it‘s well
is true of many birds, as well as
probably see a lot more ofin the
worth it for the chance of produc—
some species of primates and ro—
next million years.
ing some extra offspring. Why a
dents. The reason is clear enough:
Gays and Lesbians are at least
pair—bonded female would be will—
if one parent deserts, the offspring
as diverse in their relationships as
ing to have sex with a stranger is
will probably die, so evolution only

heterosexual people. But because
homosexuality eliminates the battle
of the sexes, marked differences in
styles of partnering have evolved.
No longer restrained by the reluc—
tance of women to have sex with
them, Gay men tend to have more
life—time sex partners, including
much more casual sex, that do het—
erosexual men. Gay men, in effect,
come closer to achieving what
straight men would like to achieve.
Lesbians, on the other hand, have
on average relatively few lifetime
sex partners — even if we have to
acknowledge the feats of some in—
dividual Lesbians such as the ad—
mirable Pat Califia, author of
Macho Sluts and Doing It For
Daddy.
Of course, many Gay men do
seek and find Mr. Right, or a se—
quence of Mr. Rights, and settle
down in lifetime or serial mo—
nogamy. These partnerships can be

sexually exclusive by agreement,
or non—exclusive by agreement or
by deceit. If the partnership is non—
reproductive, one might imagine
that the pressure for sexual exclu—
sivity would vanish, but often it
doesn‘t. Presumably the desire for
exclusivity among Gays is either a
hangover from our heterosexual
evolutionary origins, or a practical
issue connected with fear of deser—
tion or disease.
I don‘t think it‘s demeaning to
Gay men to acknowledge that ten—
sions and conflicts do arise around
issues of monogamy. Scientifi—
cally, these conflicts are just the
consequence of evolutionary
trends. But to solve them may re—
quire re—establishing a moral sense
— not the imposition of outmoded
heterosexual standards but the de—
velopment of a code that is relevant
to our own circumstances.
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Court Rejects Appeal by Partner Who
Sought Visitation
couples.
Kathleen and her partner, Lisa
W., started living together in Feb—
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — ruary 1985, when Lisa‘s daughter
Despite pleas by Gay—rights was almost 3. They had a child to—
groups, the state Supreme Court gether by artificial insemination in
has turned down an appeal by an 1987 and separated in 1990.
Kathleen was allowed to visit
Alameda County woman who
sought the right to visit two chil— the children on alternate weekend
dren she helped raise with her Les— until November 1994, when Lisa
cut off visitation.
bian partner.
Kathleen argued that she should
An appellate court ruled in April
that the woman, Kathleen C., had be considered the children‘s "de
no parental rights because she was facto parent," one who develops a
not the biological mother, and be— parent—like relationship by provid—
cause there was no evidence that ing daily care, affection and con—
the children were being harmed by cern over a long period.
An appellate court in New Jer—
living with their biological mother.
The state‘s high court denied sey ruled this March that a woman
review of the case July 21. Only who had helped her Lesbian part—
Justices Stanley Mosk and Janice ner raise two children was a "psy—
Rogers Brown voted to grant a chological parent" entitled to
hearing, two short of the needed visitation. Courts in Wisconsin and
majority. The appellate ruling is Pennsylvania have also granted
now binding on trial courts state— limited parental rights to former
members of Lesbian couples.
wide.
But Alameda County Superior
The case was closely watched
by Gay—rights groups, who wanted Court Judge Roderic Duncan ruled
California to follow a handful of against Kathleen C. and was upheld
court rulings in other states that by the 1st District Court of Appeal.
Kathleen had shown the charac—
have granted parental rights to
former members of same—sex teristics of a "de facto parent," but
Page 28 — Triangle Journal News — August 1999
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By Bob Egelko
Associated Press Writer

there is no legal authority to grant
a non—parent visitation rights "over
the objection of the biological par—
ent and in the absence of any show—
ing of detriment to the child," said
the opinion by Presiding Justice
Daniel Hanlon.
The ruling means Kathleen can—
not see the children until they turn
18. They are now 17 and 12.
The state Supreme Court appeal
drew support from the National
Center for Lesbian Rights, the
Youth Law Center, the American
Civil Liberties Union and other
advocacy groups.
The appellate ruling "leaves the
two children ... locked in the em—
brace of but one of their mothers,
denied by her — and by the courts
of this state — any contact with the
other woman they call ‘Mom,
said E. Elizabeth Summers, a law—
yer for Kathleen, in court papers.
She acknowledged that a Les—
bian partner can get parental rights
by adopting the child with her part—
ner, but said not all California
counties, or judges in the same
county, allow adoptions by same—
sex couples.

Welcome
Singles & Couples

Bi—sexual,
Female and
Mate Staff

(901) 357—548S
"Pet your fantasies come tue!"

Positive Living Under Stress
A weekly support group for gay and
bisexual men living with HIV
The group meets on Mondays at Friends For Life,
1384 Madison Ave, and is open to Gay and bisexual
men who are HIV positive. To join the group one must
first become a client of Friends For Life and be able to
provide proof of HIV status.
For meeting times and any additional information,
please contact Michael Kiggins
at 272—0855 during business hours
Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News

by Paula Martinac

A recent survey of the budgets
of the largest national Gay organi—
zations raises concern about the
growth of our movement and sug—
gests that Lesbian and Gay
fundraisers should be paying
greater attention to class issues.
The survey, which was coordi—
nated by the Washington Blade,
found that the annual budgets of
our national organizations have
ballooned since 1997, bui the num—
ber of people making contributions
to them has stayed pretty much the
same. This standstill in donor num—
bers, the Blade speculates, may be
due in part to the proliferation of
queer organizations over the last
few years.
Certainly, people who aren‘t
giving money to the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force or Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund
may in fact be digging into their
pockets for newer organizations or
for local queer groups, like com—
munity centers and health projects.
But competition for the same
Gay bucks can‘t be the complete
answer, given the stats on nonprofit
giving in general. Kim Klein, the
author of Fundraising for Social
Change and a guru in the field, has
found that about 70 percent of the
population regularly gives to non—
profit groups, and, amazingly, most
of those donors support between
five and 11 organizations, not just
one.
Here‘s an even more astonish—
ing fact: About 85 percent of all the
money given away in this country
comes from middle—class, working—
class, and poor households — not
from liquor and beer companies or
from the David Geffens and
Michael Huffingtons among us.
Yet, despite that, an enormous
amount of Gay and Lesbian
fundraising time is spent tracking
down money from corporations
and rich people, or planning lavish
receptions and dinners for the well—
to—do. It‘s frustrating that most of
our community‘s national organi—
zations have weighted their
fundraising efforts so heavily to—
ward the middle— and upper—middle

classes and failed to cultivate the
mass of queer people in the lower—
middle and working classes.
Take annual memberships, for
example — the bread—and—butter of
nonprofit groups. At NGLTF,
LLDEF, the Gay and Lesbian Al—
liance Against Defamation, and the
Latino/a Lesbian and Gay Organi—
zation (LLEGO), annual member—
ships start at $35 or $40. That won‘t
seem like a large sum if it‘s what
you laid out for lunch yesterday or
dinner on Saturday night, but it can
be intimidating if it‘s a big chunk
of your weekly grocery budget.
For those with limited donation
dollars, Gay organizations often
provide a place on their pledge
forms where you can check off
"other" donations or, worse yet,
"low—income membership." Maybe
this is meant as a throwback to the
sliding—scale donations of a former
era, but it‘s really just a biased and
humiliating designation that sets
some people off as different.
LLEGO claims it "will not deny
any individual membership due to
lack of funds." But the catch is you
must "submit a written request for
a waiver" — a sort of "charity
case" concession that once again
lets certain members of the com—
munity know they‘re not quite like

stallment giving.
In fact, the largest and most in—
fluential of these groups, like the
American Family Association and
the Family Research Council, will
count any size donation toward
membership. In my travels through
the Web sites of a host of religious
right groups, I couldn‘t find even
one that had created a "low—in—
come" designation for member—
ship. It‘s little wonder, then, that
the six largest religious right
groups have combined budgets

everyone else.
Surprisingly, although the Hu—
man Rights Campaign actually in—
troduced the high—price gala into
Gay fundraising, HRC maintains a
seemingly more class—conscious
membership policy than many
other groups, starting at $20. It‘s
probably not a coincidence that
HRC has 300,000—plus contributors
— more than 10 times that of
LLDEF and 30 times that of
GLAAD.
In addition, HRC has a "part—.
ner" plan that lets people donate in
monthly installments of $10. That
reminds me of the $2—a—week en—
velope my parents tossed into the
collection basket at our church
when I was growing up. My work—
ing—class parents couldn‘t afford to
write a check for a flat—sum dona—
tion of $104, but they never gave a
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Take Pictures? Share The

Send your
pictures to
_
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P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
or email to
memphistin@ aol.com
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Party A LOT !
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RUMORS . . .—
that we are Closed, Closing, Selling or have Sold
around
going
There have been a lot of rumors
T Sold and have no plans
out. WRONG. We ARE OPEN and plan to stay that way. We haveNO
incorrect Rumors. We have
to sell !!! We are here to stay !!! Please help put a stop to these

are your "Family" Bar !!!
— been here almost 4 years and plan to make it MANY More !!! We
# %o # & to % # to & # %o % # #

fun "Family" Atmosphere.
Come in out of the Heat and enjoy the A/C, Cold Beer, Music, and

at 7 pm
Don‘t forget we are open 7 days per week 5 pm — ‘til ? Mon» Thurs, Sun
with DJ,
Night
Friday 5 pm—3 am & Saturday 7 pm —3 am; EveryFriday is Talent
Dancing & Karaoke;

Shows EVERY Saturday ID IS REQUIRED FOR ALL IH

E—Mail us at — totherside@aol.com

cy
Triangle Journal Obituary Poli
to publish
The Triangle Journal News is pleased
y to make
obituaries of members of our communit
note of their passing.
sions.
See page 2 for information on how to make submis

icancommun

work).

retrmstreet roemeri macro

Notions

way they can, the economic and
political footing of that movement
will be on shaky ground.
Paula Martinac is the author of
seven books, including The Les—
bian and Gay Book of Love and
Marriage. She can be reached care
of this publication or at
LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
visit
Notions, _
Lesbian ._
www. gfn.com (Gay Financial Net—

trbemec

Lesbian

over 10 times greater than the com—
bined budgets of 16 national Gay
organizations.
More than any of our other na—
tional organizations, HRC has stud—
ied the Christian right‘s success
with membership appeals. Other
Lesbian and Gay organizations
could in turn take some lessons
from HRC. Until more people of
different classes are encouraged to
support our movement in whatever

anonarrear

~

second thought to parting with a
couple of dollars every Sunday.
The Christian right, of course,
knows about these church—giving
patterns and about the substantial
financial contributions made over
time by working—class people to
causes they believe in. Not surpris—
ingly, almost all the right—wing re—
ligious groups offer memberships
starting in the $15—$20 range or
have programs that encourage in—

Send us your name & E—Mail address and you can start
receiving Sidelines and other special announcements by E—Mail
You can pick up a form at the Bar or E—Mail your request.
New Web Site in the works:

http://theotherside.ourfamilym‘oml *

Come visit us soon.

~~ (Exit 82—Boff 1—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport) —

3883 Hwy 45 N

"Jackson‘s Only Friendly‘ Bar"

Jackson, TN
901—668—3749

(Security)

Open 7 days a week @5 pm (7 pm — Sat.& Sun)
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— Deep Inside

by Romeo San Vicente

>

Dawson‘s Dyke
Michelle Williams, resident
"bad girl" of Dawson‘s Creek, has
been spending her summer vaca—
tion broadening her sexual hori—
zons. For the first part ofher hiatus,
Williams disrobed in the off—
Broadway play Killer Joe, in which
she played a white—trash seductress.
The show got slammed by the crit—
ics, but Williams‘s physique was
highly lauded. Next up, she‘ll play
a Lesbian co—ed in director Alex
Sichel‘s segment of the HBO origi—
nal picture If These Walls Could
Talk II. The segment will focus on ©
the Lesbian experience on a uni—
versity campus. Apparently, it‘s
cool to play Lesbian in Holly wood,
Michelle Williams _
as evidenced by fellow budding
talents Natasha Lyonne (American
Pie), sexy Nia Long (Soul Food),
involvement in the project, is ru—
and Kids cutie Chloe Sevigny join—
mored to be more spoof than the
ing the sisterhood in the HBO film.
previous Screams. It will have the
cast out of college and living in the
real world, with Foley playing a
Scream III:
hip, MTV—esque video director and
Hipper than Thou
Posey taking one of the leads.
Adding to the body countin the
next installment of the slasher fran—
chise created by Gay writer Kevin
Williamson are Felicity hunk Scott
Foley and indie film queen Parker
Posey. The plot of Scream III,
which was finalized by writer Ehrin
Kruger when it became apparent
that Williamson needed to limit his

Are you

Carr‘s Legacy
We haven‘t heard the last from
Allan Carr, the late flamboyant pro—
ducer of Grease. A few weeks be—
fore he succumbed to cancer at the
age of 62, his business partner held
a backer‘s audition in New York for

living with

HIV/AIDS and

need

help?

Now there‘s an answer.
Family Services of the Mid—South has been
awarded a grant to provide a variety of ser—
vices to help people with HIV/AIDS improve
their lives.
You may be eligible for:
* Case Management
« Housing Placement
* Support groups for individuals,
partners, family members
* Individual and family counseling
* Resource Identification
* Emergency assistance for food,
rent, medicine, utilities.
If you‘d like more information on
these free services, call 452—6208
and ask for information about
HOPWA

(Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS)
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
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Carr‘s final labor of love, a musical
version of the Mark Twain classic
Tom Sawyer. The producer also left
a film project in the works — a ro—
mantic comedy called Personal
Shopper that is in development at
Paramount, the same studio that had
such great success with Grease.
Lips Wide Sealed
Working for Tinseltown two—
some Tom & Nicole can be very
pricey — if you want to talk about
it. The Smoking Gun Web site
(www
got a
hold of one of the non—disclosure
agreements the power—couple re—
quires their staffers to sign. Em—
ployees can be fined $50,000 for
"private disclosure or repetition of
confidential information"; for talk—
ing to the press, an employee can

‘Playing Las Vegas Loca
Sin city homosexuals who are
dying to have a one—nighter with
muy caliente rocker Ricky Martin
will get their chance this fall? For
the first time in his 1 5—year career,
Martin will do Vegas (perform a
show there, I mean). He‘s booked
Honor Her, Guido
Prominent indie film producer for a one—night engagement on No—
(and equally prominent Lesbian) vember 12 at the 12,000 seat
Christine Vachon will be honored Mandalay Bay Theater.
in September when she receives the
Romeo San Vicente doesn‘t
producer prize at the Independent
make
his staff sign non—disclosure
Feature Project Awards. Vachon,
whose films include Velvet agreements. You can reach Romeo
Goldmine and Kiss Me, Guido, will in care ofthis publication or via e—
receive the award on September 22 mail at RomeoDeep@aol.com. For
at New York‘s Chelsea Piers, where more Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
or
she‘ll be lauded for her tenacity and www.popcorng.com
ability to ensure that a director‘s vi— www. Gay.com.
sion makes it to the screen.

be charged $20 for each printed
copy ofthe periodical that runs the
story, with a minimum fine of
$1,000,000. Gosh, with fines this
steep, could the Cruises have some— :
thing to hide?

What‘s Hot in Gay Pride Merchandise
as long as it had a pink triangle or
Hot trends in the purchases made port a Gay store, but I‘m not going to sell
a
rainbow.
The Gay consumer has
spend
25—50
percent
more
for
the
by members of the Gay and Lesbian
become
much
more discriminating,
same
item
they‘re
selling
down
the
communities were evident at this
looking
for
products
that will last, and
street
at
the
straight
store."
year‘s many Pride festivals. While tee
that
are
priced
competitively."
According to Shari Silk, owner of
shirts and caps and stickers remained
Guercio and partner Miriam
Pride
Emporium and the director of
steady sellers, the briskest business
O‘Hare
should know; they are one of
wholesale
operations
for
Jewelry
with
was being done over at the fine jew—
the
most
enduring companies in the
Pride,
"JWP
is
making
a
breakthrough
elry counter, where commitment
Gay
pride
having started out
bands were flying off the shelves and here. The owners have years of com— as festival business,
vendors
back
onto the fingers of couples happily bined experience in thejewelry manu— The company is now oneinofthethe1980s.
larg—
planning to share their lives together. facturing and gem trading businesses. est manufacturers of anodized alumi—
They
are
not
just
designers
who
then
"We were really surprised at the
Gay Pride jewelry in the world,
amount of 14 karat gold bands we sold have to go find someone else to make num
as
well
a major distributor of flags,
this Pride season," commented their products at a premium cost. stickers,asand
of the hottest prod—
They
have
so
many
international
con—
George Yousefzadeh, one ofthe own— tacts; they really can keep their costs uct lines this one
summer,
pet products.
ers ofJewelry with Pride, a new com—
But
they
are
still
a
mainstay
pany formed solely to producejewelry down. And their quality and selection festivals. According to Newat certain
for the Gay and Lesbian community. is outstanding. They have everything Pride attendee Melanie Grant, "IJersey
look
"I guess people want to make a state— from simple, inexpensive sterling sil— for the Terra Nova booth first when
I
ver
symbolic
pieces
to
stunning
sil—
mentthat they are in a committed, lov—
do
my
shopping.
They
always
have
ing relationship, and they want rings ver, gold—plated or 14 karat gold the newest styles and best prices.
they can wear to work without neces— rainbow jewelry to more than 100 Besides, I know their products are
sarily shouting that they are Gay," he commitment band designs to fabulous going to last, and I know they will be
diamonds. Plus, with their design team
added.
at the next festival if I have a
The popularity of fine jewelry, and manufacturing facility so close, around
problem."
along with other upscale merchandise, special orders can be delivered rap—
Adding her thoughts about the
is a trend that should bode well for idly, and new designs produced wholesale
market for Terra Nova
monthly."
Gay bookstores, gift shops, festival
products,
O‘Hare
says, "The biggest
JWP is now offering Gay retail
vendors and other Gay—oriented busi—
problem
most
store
owners have is in
nesses. Typically, Gay merchants establishments several program op— selecting the right merchandise.
If the
tions
that
include
free
theft—proof
dis—
carry less pricey items, which also
products
don‘t
move,
it
doesn‘t
mat—
plays,
ring—sizers,
cooperative
mean smaller profits. Smaller profits
ter
how
cheap
you
got
them.
Fortu—
make it harder to stay in business. ~ advertising programs and favorable nately we are out in the trenches, so
"We need to expand our products lines terms (for merchants who qualify). we can help our wholesale customers
to include items that Gay people go "We want to make it easy for Gay identify the best sellers." The com—
elsewhere to purchase," says Scott stores to provide fine jewelry at a rea— pany has recently added several as—
Saraga, assistant manager of Rain— sonable price, with few hassles and sortment packages of "best sellers" to
bows & Stars in Jacksonville, Fla. "If we don‘t want them to have to mort— their wholesale line.
Gay couples are going to buy com— gage the store to afford it," concluded
"Another reason for the longevity
=
mitment rings and other fine jewelry, Yousefzadeh.
and
success of the company is their
Over
the
past
10
years,
the
Gay
they won‘t go down the street if they
ability
and desire to keep prices down.
community
has
been
identified
as
be—
can spend those same dollars with
They
typically
come in 10—25 percent
ing a major economic force in the U.S.
‘family,‘" he added.
less
than
their
competitors on the
Nowhere
is
this
more
apparent
than
Commenting on the same issue,
*
products
they
manufacture,"
says Silk
at
the
Gay
Pride
celebrations
held
ev—
Janie DeCoil, owner of Janie‘s Jew—
of
Pride
Emporium,
which
also
rep—
elry Junction in Tampa, Fla. expressed ery summer across the country. "It resents Terra Nova. "Also, the com—
a problem that has plagued Gay re— used to be people would come with a pany demands the highest quality,
tailers for years — the cost of mer— few dollars, buy a few stickers and a whether from the raw materials they
chandise. "Most manufacturers of necklace or a flag. Now they come purchase or from the products they
Gay pride merchandise are small, ready to shop, sometimes even with a distribute. You won‘t find any of the
many are part—time, some just want list of things," comments Margaret colors fading or ball chain rusting, and
to take advantage of a specialty mar— Guercio, partner of Lesbian—owned— even
the products they distribute must
ket. But this means the wholesale and—operated Terra Nova.
meet
their high standards."
Guercio
notes,
"People
are
look—
prices are higher than from a big,
Further
information about Terra
straight manufacturer, and the higher ing for the best quality at the lowest Nova and Jewelry
with Pride products
prices are passed on to the consumer. prices. While this seems like it should is available by calling
888—420—7160.
be
a
given,
in
the
old
days,
it
would
Sure, as a Gay person I want to sup—
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Open

Letter

Continued from page 23
cently of Abner Louima, the young
Black immigrant from Haiti who was
held down in a restroom by Officer
Charles Schwarz while Officer Jus—
tin Volpe rammed a broken broom—
— stick into Louima‘s rectum. These
two men and the three other officers
who covered up this outrage were not
Gay. This act was not about sex any—
more than that threat in Lot‘s front
yard was about homosexuality.
The phrase "f— you" is not about
having sex. It‘s an angry threat (if
only symbolic) just like the mob‘s
threat at Lot‘s house. The one finger
gesture that often accompanies the
threat isn‘t an invitation to make
love. It is a threat to violate an en—
emy sexually. Jerry, if you believe
this passage condemns any kind of
sexual practice, it condemns gang
rape and homosexuals are against
gang rape as much as you are, maybe
more, because we are so often the
—victims of that kind of mob.
The story of Sodom says a lot
about what makes God angry and
nothing at all about homosexuality
or homosexuals. By misusing this
story to argue about sexual orienta—
tion, we risk missing God‘s point al—
together.
Heterosexuals
and
homosexuals alike are both in dan—
ger of becoming "Sodomites" in
God‘s eyes when we do not care for
the needy around us and when we
cause suffering to those we fear, hate,
or do not understand.

When Jesus sent his disciples out
into the world to "heal the sick,
cleanse the lepers, and raise the
dead," he ends his instructions to
them with this clear command: "If a
city or a house will not receive you,
depart and shake the dust out of your
sandals; for it shall be treated as
Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of
judgment, (Matt. 10: 11f).
Jesus doesn‘t condemn homo—
sexuality. He condemns people who
are unwilling to hear the truth, let
alone to provide hospitality to those
who have come to share it. But he
blesses those who open their hearts
and homes to the strangers in their
midst.
So, in the spirit of those angels
who visited Sodom with life—chang—
ing news, on the weekend of Oct. 22—
24, Gary and I are coming to
Lynchburg to visit you and your con—
gregation. We‘re not angels, Jerry,
but we bring life—changing news and
we‘re inviting Gay, Lesbian, bi—
sexual and transgendered people of
faith, their families and friends to
join us.
Here‘s the idea. Though we dis—
agree about sexual orientation, Christ
has commanded us "to love one an—
other." How can we say that we love
each other if we refuse to listen to
the other‘s side? We‘ve heard your
side, Jerry, in print, on radio and tele—
vision,
in
newspapers
and
newsmagazines, on Geraldo, Larry
King Live, and Nightline. Isn‘t it right
for you (and for your congregation)
to hear our side, too?
Would you open your church

homes to Gary and me and to the
gives me hope that one day you will
strangers from across the nation who
change your mind about us. "The
may join us in Lynchburg? Would
years of tradition that separated us
you match up our Gay and Lesbian
were wrong," you said, "and the boys
families with your church families at
were right to point it out to us." Then
least for Sunday dinner at the church
you concluded with, "I just wish
or in local restaurant? My partner and
there had been another way for them
I would love to treat you and Macel
to get our attention."
to a meal and an honest, open con—
Isn‘t it ironic that while we argue
versation. Imagine what might hap—
about the sexual orientation of the
pen if your people heard our stories
mob outside Lot‘s house, we‘ve
and our people heard yours.
almost forgotten the strangers inside?
In the meantime, this is my prom—
They had come from God with truth
ise to you. I will use the next four
that could have saved the city. By —
months to respond thoughtfully to
refusing to grant hospitality to the
every question you raise in our
OPEN LETTER series. I‘ll review strangers, the people of Sodom sealed
their fate. Jerry, we offer you "another —
the biblical, scientific, and historic
way" to confront our differences, the
evidence that supports my premise
that homosexuality is neither a sick—
Soulforce way of truth, love and
ness, nor a sin. When you prove me
nonviolence.
wrong or confused, I WILL ADMIT
IT. I only ask that you take our ques—
Sincerely,
tions seriously as well. I‘ve linked
Mel
my OPEN LETTERS to your web
page. Why not link your OPEN LET—
PS: After reading your OPEN
TER responses to mine?
LETTER TO MEL the family took
I rememberthe first time you told
this picture to show you that we are
me about those four teenagers from
CORE who demonstrated on the
steps of your Thomas Road Baptist
Church in ‘64. They carried a sign
reading "Does God Discriminate?
You had them arrested. Now you re—
gret it.
"We resented those teenage
boys," you said, "for their interfer—
ence in the lives of our community.
But looking back, they were coura—
geous, and it is time that I for one
admit it." Then you confessed some—
thing that makes me proud of you and

together again just as you hoped.
Enter into this dialogue with us,
Jerry. Let‘s learn from each other.
When you prove me wrong, I will
admit it. Will you do the same? No—
tice the matching brown T—shirts.
When my father, the Mayor of Santa
Cruz, was proven wrong, he‘d say,
"Well, eat my shirt." These T—shirts
are dyed in Ghirardelli chocolate. It‘s
the family‘s way of saying, "It‘s
good to be wrong now and then. It‘s
the only way we grow. So, if we have
to ‘eat our shirts,‘ we plan to enjoy
it."
In 1997, the Rev. Dr. Mel White
received the ACLU‘s National Civil
Liberties Award for applying the
"soul force" principles of Gandhi
and King to the liberation of sexual
minorities. He is a co—founder of
Soulforce, Inc. and the author of
Stranger at the Gate: To Be Gay and
Christian in America. In 1986, White
worked for Simon&Schuster as
ghostwriter for Jerry Falwell‘s au—
tobiography, Strength for the Jour—
ney.

Call the 800 or 900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages.

Memphis
Place

Personals

your FREE ad

BOX ME BACK! 34—year—old WM, 6‘, 160 Ibs,
brown/blue, interested in meeting a Guy, 18—
26, for friendship, fun and good times. Let‘s
see where it goes. (Clarksville)
UNIMAGINABLE PLEASURE 33—year—old
HM, new fo the area, looking for TV/TS/CD.
Let me treat you like the Lady that | know you
are, that | know you want to be and that you
can be. I‘ll show you pleasure in ways that
you‘ve never even thought of. All calls
returned. (Clarkesville) 17189
WININ® AND DININ® 40—year—old GWM, 5‘7",
170 lbs, salt—n—pepper hair, looking for a Guy,
25—35, to hang out with and have fun with.
Let‘s see what happens. (Nashville) £12050
oce
CALL WHEN YOU GET A CHANCE
Easygoing WM, 5‘11", 170 lbs, blonde/brown,
looking for someone who‘s trustworthy, out—
going, a bit a home body, but still likes to get
out. 712291

J'o Hgt Fgr Pri__nt!

ENOUGH?
LEATHERLINK®"
1—900—288—5847
18+, $1.99/MIN. c/s
612—373—9783

1—800—546—MENN

HIT ME UPI Attractive M, 33, 56", 158 Ibs,
curly, wavy/brown, caramel—complected, look—
ing to meet another nice, attractive Man, to
hook up with. (Memphis) #11657
LEAVE ME A MESSAGE 57—year—old Puerto
Rican SM, looking for a Guy, 20—30, for friend—
ship and fun. If you leave me a message, I‘ll
get back to you. #716800
IS IT YOU? 23—year—old Guy, looking for
someone who‘s into drinking, hanging out,
partying and sports. If that‘s you, let me know.
(Nashville) 21349
STICK ME! Slim WM,—40s, into being a bot—
tom, looking for a well—endowed Guy, for
friendship and more. (Nashville) 21259
I TAKE CARE OF MY MAN Good—looking,
romantic GWM, 32, mustache, fit, affection
ate, down—to—earth, financially secure and |
take care of my Man. Seeking a top GM, with
the same qualities, who‘s disease/drug—free.
If this is you, why don‘t you give me a call.
(Springfield) 12763
e
ARE YOU GENUINE? Mature GBM, 28, 5‘9%,
285 Ibs, stocky, very discreet, responsible
and seeking the same. Hit me up Guys!
(Memphis) 15818
I FEEL GOOD! Looking for Guys, 25—50, who
are into anything that feels good, for friend—
ship and possible relationship. I‘m not into
S&M, bondage or anything like that. (Hickory)
15673
6
LET ME KNOW WHAT‘S GOING ON Young,
intelligent BM, looking for someone for casu—
al conversation and possibly more.
(Memphis) 14216

1—800—716—28687
$1.99/min. Must be 18+
1—900—976—7447
$1.99/min. Must be 18+
KENTUCKY

Block Of Time
WITH 807, THE MORE YOU
BUY, THE MORE YOU SAVE.
—

CALL OUR NEW
CREDIT CARD LINE
1—800—716—2868
[AND PREPAY 900 TIME

LET‘S SEE WHERE IT GOES 42—year—old
GWM, 579", 190 Ibs, looking for Guy, may age
or younger, for friendship and possibly more.
(Birmingham) 12273
JUST LOOKING FOR FUN TIMES
Masculine, hairy, versatile WM, 34, 5‘11", 165
Ibs, dark/hazel, goatee, financially stable, col—
lege—educated and very open—minded. |
enjoys animals, travel, old movies, working
on cars, motorcycles, hiking, history, architec—
ture, music and the outdoors. Looking for an
honest, healthy, masculine Guy to hook up
with. Race unimportant. Married preferred.
14332
rre
MILD TO WILD I‘m new to the lifestyle and
looking for some hot Guys who are honest,
ALABAMA
discreet, understanding and willing to show
all of it to me. (Huntsville) #18899
LET‘S GO! Very outgoing SWM, 6‘1", 170
lbs, brown/hazel, looking for a down—to—earth, SLIM WM, 671", dark/dark, slim build, lives on
outgoing Guy who wants a long—term relation the south side of Birmingham, looking for
ship. (Birmingham) #15977
someone to get together with. (Birmingham)
frc 113858
HUMPIN® IN HUNTSVILLE WM, 6‘1", 160
Ibs, brown hair, mustache, a few piercings, ISO MORE THAN SEX 36—year—old BM, 5‘7",
enjoys working out, swimming, music, 150 Ibs, light—skinned, attractive, intelligent
movies, dining out and quiet evenings at
home. Looking to meet Guy,in the Huntsville and discreet. Looking for an attractive, mas—
area, who would like to get together and start culine, discreet brothers, 30+, 5‘8"+, HWP, to
some kind of relationship. (Huntsville) start a friendship with and see where it goes.
#712003
Tops only. (Birmingham) 718405
Customer

ARKANSAS

GIVING AND RECEIVING Older BiWM, bot—
tom, looking to meet Guys, 18—40, who are
into giving and receiving oral and anal.
(Louisville) 716582
GO FOR IT! SWM, 32, 175 lbs, homeowner,
looking for someonefor friendship and a pos—
sible relationship with an honest, caring,
truthful Guy who‘s fun to be with. £16701
‘LL GET BACK TO YOU Brazilian/African—
American M, 26, 6‘1", 160 lbs, looking or
someone, 23—33, for fun and friendship. (Las
Vegas) 716616
YOI MY BROTHERS! Educated, adventur—
ous BPM, young 46, 6‘, 170 Ibs, medium
build, likes travel, sporting events and having
a great time. Looking for an educated GBM
top, who‘s tall, slender staBle.and who has
similar interests. (Louisville) Tr16088
FRIENDSHIP AND MORE SWM, enjoys
movies, long walks, swimming and tennis.
Looking for friendship and possibly more.
(Murray) 115594
TM KIND OF NEW TO THIS GWM, 40, 6‘,
looking for an affectionate Man, to experiment
with. (Louisville) £10928

NEW TO LOUISVILLE 26—year—old BM, 58",
165 Ibs, athletic, looking for friends for some
new possibilities. (Louisville) Tr15381
BUCKING BRONCO Fun—loving, easygoing
WM, looking for an easygoing Guy who likes
rodeos. Looking for friendship and possible
long—term relationship. (Bowling Green)
15231
LAIDBACK AND HONEST 23—year—old GM,
6", 185 Ibs, brown/brown, enjoys long walks,
movies, the outdoors and having someone to
share things with. Looking for a drug—free Guy
who wants to enjoy the simple things in life
with me. Smoker ok. 15315

GIVE ME A CALL 30—year—old WM, 5411",
204 Ibs, black/brown, looking for a relation
ship or just someone to be friends with. (West
Memphis) £18250
POSSIBLE
36, 6‘, 200 Ibs, seeking Guys, 25—40, for
friendship and possibly more. £10052

REACH OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE 27—
year—old BiWM, looking for sombone for
phone sex or discreet get togethers. (Fort
Smith) 16299
UNINHIBITED GUYS ONLY 44—year—old WM,
WOMYNEINDER
160 Ibs, dark hair, looking for a Guy for unin—
hibited, intimate fun. I‘d like to hear from you,
Call now to (] Efes
so give me a call. (Little Rock) 220778
your [FRE ad!
LET‘S HOOK UP Down—to—earth GM, likes
swimming, bowling, movies and having fun. If
you‘re interested in meeting me, give me call.
12300326, MEET
(Melbourne) £16705
27—YEAR—OLD GWM, 6‘4", 190 lbs,
dark/hazel, smooth, looking for someone to
go out, have a good time and possibly start a
relationship with. (Jonesboro) 715259
27—YEAR—OLD GWM, 6‘4", 190 Ibs,
dark/hazel, smooth, looking for someone to
go out, have a good time and possibly start a
relationship with. (Jonesboro) 15259
SIMILAR INTERESTS 19—year—old SM, 59",
blonde/blue, enjoys reading, outdoors,
nature, animals, movies and computers.
Seeking SM with same interests.
(Russellville) 714362
Service: 612—373—9783 Only $1.99 pei' minute. 18+.
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0485. Classifieds must be sub— classifieds must be re—submitted
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal,
each month, in writing, by the
non—commercialads FREE. Limit mitted in writing and must in—
cludeyourname anda telephone 15th of the month.
of 30 words (including address
number where you can be Call for Submissions: Spoonfed,
or phone number) and a $2.00
reached to verify the ad. If you a Gay/Les/bi/trans literary jour—
charge for the use of our P.O.
would like a copy of the issue nal in Washington, DC, is calling
box. Please specify if you want
in which your ad appears, for submissions for Issue No. 14
to use our P.O. box. Commercial
please
send $1.00 to cover (Dildo—a—Go—Go: It‘s Autoerotic).
ads are charged at the rate of
Each submission should address
postage.
20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
the
theme of the issue in some
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Phone numbers and zip codes
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! way. Spoonfedaccepts works of
are free. Deadline for ads is the
TIN announcements and short fiction (1500 word limit),
15th of each month. Send to
poetry, and black and white scan—
Triangle Journal News, Box classifieds will not automatically
be re—run. Announcements and nable drawings, photographs
11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
and cartoons. Submissions for
Issue No. 14 by October 15,
1999. Please submit to:
Spoonfed, POBox 21036, Wash—
ington, DC 20009—1036, or e—
mail your submission to
SPOONFED99@ aol.com.
Bro & BrEAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded
acres of privacy in a fun vacation
area. Exclusive resort for men &
women. Hot tub. Country club
privileges. Greenwood Hollow
Ridge, 13 Stopple Road, Eureka
PET
'If;lo|‘1 haven‘t been e Integri
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
month.
5283.
every
of
Tuesday
third
the
on
We meet
The
Arbour Glen Bed & Break—
(Poe
S
fast—Circa 1896. Located on Eu—
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
reka Springs Historic District loop
901.725.7256
K

meee

—

.S
_L_DP
1
close to downtown shops & res— movies because of your age? |
taurants. Completely renovated am, too. Give me a call. We
for comfort but still maintaining might get together and have a
its old world charm, elegance & good time. Remember, sex is
romance. Picturesque tree—cov— like a game of bridge, you either
ered hollow. The Arbour Glen, need a very good hand or a very
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR good partner. I‘m both. Give me
a call: 683—2629.
72632, (501) 253—9010.
Female voice lessons available
For SALE
for
transexuals. For 10—hour in—
Cute couch for sale—teal green,
structional
video and free
3—seater, one year old, great
manual,
rush
$4 U.S. for post—
shape, $75. If interested, call
Brian at 272—7827 after 5 p.m. age and handling to F.S. Group
Lots of PC space—Five foot com— @91 Rylander Blvd., Unit 7, Suite
puter stand, real oak, separate 482, Scarborough, ONM1B5M5.
compartments for printer, moni— Free For All. To Record, Browse
tor, keyboard and storage for — & Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901—
paper, disks, etc., $95. Want it? 565—0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100%
Call Brian at 272—7827 after 5 Local.
Getnakedand relax. Erotic mas—
p.m.
sage for men given by two
Massage SERVICES
DON‘T YOU DESERVE THE GWMs. Friendly. Fit. G/Bi/
BEST? California trained, certi— Straight welcome. Call 662—844—
fied bodyworker offers therapeu— 4701, ask for J.R.
tic and sports massage. 11/2 GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good look—
hours, by appointment, outcall ing, long hair with hazel—blue
only. Gift certificates also avail— eyes, in good health, seeking
able. Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy
for romantic lover. Will be wait—
(901) 278—9768.
ing to hear from you. Call any—
PERSONALS
time (601) 343—5102. MS.
Attention GWM over 50. Are you
tired of being turned down and Hot Local Singles. Free to
ignored in the bars, parks and Record, Browse, Send!! 901—
565—0006, Pub #640, 18+.
HOT MEMPHIS MEN! Explore

Meetings at

DISCREETLY with other hot lo—

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*

cal guys on The Confidential
Connection®!18+ Record & Lis—

1488 Madison Avenue

ten FREE! 901—529—9800 use

Memphis, TN 38104

code 9006.

(901) 276—7379

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

_ STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
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~I do expert blow jobs, etc. for
masculine men, all races, 18—60.

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Discussion (Smoke Free)
pm
8:00
Monday
Twelve Step Study
pm
8:00
Tuesday
Big Book Study
pm
8:00
Wednesday
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion
Discussion
,
pm
10:00
Friday
Discussion
8:00 pm
Saturday
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
7:00 pm
Thursday
n (Open)
Discussio
Noon
12
Sunday
last Thursday)
Birthdays
month,
of
Sunday
3rd
(Business meeting
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
8:00 pm
Friday
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Discussion (Open)
6:00 pm
Tuesday
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
5:30 pm
Thursday
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday ofthe month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Discussion (Open)
6:00 pm
Sunday
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
K

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)
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I‘m hairy, 5‘9", 160#, short black
hair, moustache. Jim: 372—4538,
weekdays after 4, weekend af—
ternoons.
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone.
Try it FREE! 901—821—9100,
Code 7001, 18+.
Masculine top, 30s, in search of
discreet, disease—free, white
male bottom for adult movies,
toys, etc. Jeffery: 637—5974.
SWEATY GROUP ACTION! Get
all heated up with other hot local
guys on The Confidential Con—
nection®! 18+ Record & Listen
‘FREE! 901—529—9800 use code
9007.
35 yo white male master of disci—
pline ISO naughty submissive
slave. I am into bondage, spank—
ing, shaving, endless sex, toys
and more. 18—22ish, smooth—
bodied, white male, about 140#
with boyish looks and manner—
isms. Skinny a plus. No diseases.
For an absolute spanking good
time, call Mr. Paul: 323—1521.
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal,

0485. Classifieds must be sub—

classifieds must be re—submitted

close to downtown shops & res—

movies because of your age? |

non—commercial ads FREE. Limit

mitted in writing and must in—

each month, in writing, by the

taurants. Completely renovated

am, too. Give me a call, We

of 30 words (including address

clude your name anda telephone

15th of the month.

for comfort but still maintaining

might get together and have a

or phone number) and a $2.00

number where you can be

Call for Submissions: Spoonfed,

its old world charm, elegance &

good time. Remember, sex is

charge for the use of our P.O.

reached to verify the ad. If you

a Gay/Les/bi/trans literary jour—

romance. Picturesque tree—cov—

like a game of bridge, you either

box. Please specify if you want

would like a copy of the issue

nal in Washington, DC, is calling

ered hollow. The Arbour Glen,

need a very good hand or a very

to use our P.O. box. Commercial

in which your ad appears,

for submissions for Issue No. 14

#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR

good partner. I‘m both. Give me

ads are charged at the rate of

please send $1.00 to cover

(Dildo—a—Go—Go: It‘s Autoerotic).

72632, (501) 253—9010.

a call: 683—2629.

20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.

postage.

Each submission should address

For SALE

Female voice lessons available

Phone numbers and zip codes

ANNOUNCEMENTS

the theme of the issue in some

Cute couch for sale—teal green,

for transexuals. For 10—hour in—

are free. Deadline for ads is the

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!

way. Spoonfed accepts works of

3—seater, one year old, great

structional video

and free

15th of each month. Send to

TIN

and

short fiction (1500 word limit),

shape, $75. If interested, call

manual, rush $4 U.S. for post—

Triangle Journal. News, Box

classifieds will not automatically

poetry, and black and white scan—

Brian at 272—7827 after 5 p.m.

age and handling to F.S. Group

11485 Memphis,

be re—run. Announcements and

nable drawings, photographs

Lots of PC space—Five foot com—

@91 Rylander Blvd., Unit 7, Suite

and cartoons. Submissions for

puter stand, real oak, separate

482, Scarborough, ONM1B5M5.

Issue No. 14 by October 15,

compartments for printer, moni—

Free For All. To Record, Browse

1999.

tor, keyboard and storage for & Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901—

TN 38111—

announcements

Please

submit

to:

Spoonfed, POBox 21036, Wash—

paper, disks, etc., $95. Want it?

565—0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100%

ington, DC 20009—1036, or e—

Call Brian at 272—7827 after 5

Local.

mail

p.m.

Getnaked and relax. Erotic mas—

your

submission

to

SPOONFED99@ aol.com.

Massage Services

<

&

®

wi A

sage for men given by two

DON‘T YOU DESERVE THE

GWMs.

Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded

BEST? California trained, certi—

Straight welcome. Call 662—844—

acres of privacy in a fun vacation

fied bodyworker offers therapeu—

4701, ask for J.R.

area. Exclusive resort for men &

tic and sports massage. 11/2

GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good look—

women. Hot tub. Country club

hours, by appointment, outcall

ing, long hair with hazel—blue
eyes, in good health, seeking

Bro & BREAKFAST

Friendly.

Fit. G/Bi/

privileges. Greenwood Hollow

only. Gift certificates also avail—

If you haven‘t been to Integrity lately,

Ridge, 13 Stopple Road, Eureka

able. Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m.

GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy

you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!

Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—

(901) 278—9768.

for romantic lover. Will be wait—

We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

PERSONALS

ing to hear from you. Call any—
time (601) 343—5102. MS.

The Arbour Glen Bed & Break—

Attention GWM over 50. Are you

fast—Circa 1896. Located on Eu—

tired of being turned down and

Hot Local Singles. Free to

reka Springs Historic District loop

ignored in the bars, parks and

Record, Browse, Send!! 901—
565—0006, Pub #640, 18+.

Finy~~

"em
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Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

HOT MEMPHIS MEN! Explore
DISCREETLY with other hot lo—
cal guys on The Confidential
Connection®!18+ Record & Lis—
ten FREE! 901—529—9800 use
code 9006.
‘1 do expert blow jobs, etc. for
masculine men, all races, 18—60.

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm Big Book Study
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion _
Friday
10:00 pm , Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pmf
Discussion (Open. Smoke Free)

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

Sunday

Discussion (Open)

(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)

the news.

Friday

8:00 pm

Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

Open Heart (Al—Anon)

NAME

Tuesday

STATE

6:00 pm

ZIP

Sunday

6:00 pm

P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

k

Code 7001, 18+.
Masculine top, 30s, in search of
discreet, disease—free, white
male bottom for adult movies,
toys, etc. Jeffery: 637—5974.
SWEATY GROUP ACTION! Get
all heated up with other hot local
guys on The Confidential Con—
<nection®! 18+ Record & Listen
9007.
35 yo white male master of disci—
slave. I am into bondage, spank—

Discussion (Open)

ing, shaving, endless sex, toys

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.

Mail to: Triangle Journal News

J/O Buddies. Meet by phone.
Try it FREE! 901—821—9100,

pline ISO naughty submissive

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)

PHONE

weekdays after 4, weekend af—
ternoons.

FREE! 901—529—9800 use code

Discussion (Open)

Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

ADDRESS
CITY

12 Noon

I‘m hairy, 5‘9", 160#, short black
hair, moustache. Jim: 372—4538,

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal Newsj

and more. 18—22ish, smooth—
bodied, white male, about 140#
with boyish looks and manner—
isms. Skinny a plus. No diseases.
For an absolute spanking good
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memphis TJN@ aol.com, website:
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
Stonewall Mission Church: A.Progres—
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
memphisTJN.com.
458—0152.
sive Christian Church « Sun. Service
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Karen
B.
Shea:
Financial
Consultant,
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
6:30
p.m.,
meets
at
the
Center,
103
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Smith Barney Inc., 1661 International Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer =
Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615)
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
Dr., Ste. 200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146,
323—0600.
269—3480.
Elzey, Memphis 38104 # 272—2116 or
fax: 818—4233.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
325—6518.
express your sympathy to family, friends,
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
FLORISTS
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 = 357— Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
motivation/support/social group. Meets
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
1921.
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
1st & 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues,
:
ADULT BOOKSTORES
1902 Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114, The Mid—Towners Bowling League: = Park East Florist: 6005 Park 761—2980. Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology,
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
Tarot Reading, Chinese Astrological
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
crpegues @ aol.com.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
345—0657.
Lunar Placement Interpretation and Yin
James Bailey.
4F: Leather/Levi group « 3663 Appling
Graffiti
Graphics:
1985
Madison
#7
=
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
Yang Sticks. Personal consultations by
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club e Box 41082,
Lake Dr., Bartlett 38133.
278—5002.
= 744—7494.
appointment only: # 377—7701.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print— Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
U
of
M
Students
for
Bisexual,
Gay
&
AIDS Service Organization » 1384 Madi—
ing
service—resumés,
thesis,
manu—
White Station = 683—9649.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
scripts, etc. # 795—4308.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
0521.
E
clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of J.W. IMlustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
278—AIDS.
7765.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
M 38152 #
278—5825 email:
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
homes # 386—8193.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
pliance repair # 274—7011.
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 = 454— Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
Summer # 323—2665.
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320— UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
1411.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd =
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
9376.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
396—9050.
Hotel) = 726—5910.
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
processing
&
printing
services.
Full
color
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
post
card
advertising.
Call
=
452—2766
4513.
meditation classes # 682—0855.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Cal—
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd =
See—S: Portraits & photography
T
5760.
2853.
525—6602.
# 327—3760.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Into The Light (Women‘s AA):
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
Amnesia®: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
O
Memphis Lambda Center #
edt A
Af irmation:(708)
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Arizona*: 903 South Cooper # 272—9000.
276—7379.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
Jackson Lambda Support
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
5522.
Group: Memphis Lambda
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
Center # 901—427—1500 for in—
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
formation.
transexuals).
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
Living Word Christian Church:
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
2867 (278—BUNS).
Worship Service Sun. 10 am &
800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm— Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
Chaos*: 60 South Front = 578—VIBE
6pm, Wed. 7 pm e 340 N Gar—
11:45pm.).
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
(8423).
land # 276—0577.
Gay
& Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—
evenings or weekends.
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
Loving Arms (Services for
GAYS » 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30— Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
MS # 601—327—0942.
HIV+ Women & Their Chil—
11pm.
house sitting by competent, caring couple
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
dren): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. "#
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—
# 726—6198.
A
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
2077,
jmaynard2 Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road
725—6730.
@ earthlink.net
Business: 377—1075.
# 458—9955.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
LINC: # 725—8895.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 =
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
272—STAR.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main # 527—2799.
335—MAGY
for
info;
Rape
Crisis: # 528—2161.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
website: www.geocities .
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274— TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
com.westhollywood/1772/.
7477.
f
Gatewood # 481—7900.
w@oal
9839.
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
Transvestite—Transexual National Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
# 587—7301.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front = 523—0599.
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823, e—
Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am,
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
A o>
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
mail:
http//members.xoom.com/ WAC (Woman‘s
z
Mon.—Sat.).
tion Coalition): PO Box 1203, 3566
2170.
(6673).
memphisbears.
TropicalImpressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
Walker, Memphis 38111 = 678—3339.
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
LEGAL SERVICES
Memphis Center for Reproductive
ing Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
3047 or 365—9716.
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
ear Trappers
: Serving Nashville &
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 1545 Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Memphis 38111—1324 # 324—4999, e—
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
Union Ave. = 278—1004.
38174 = 324—4297.
COUNSELING SERVICES
mail: viadmin @vantek.net.
9794.
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave., Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
for 12—step recovery programs « 1488
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527— Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group & Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law: Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
MS # 601—767—9500.
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
1461, or 327—3676.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich— Jason 0. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra—
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
806, # 728—4000.
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
e—mail: Igc}@gaymemphis.com, web
# 753—6300.
LODGING
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
page: http:/www.gaymemphis.com/Igc}.
CARDS & GIFTS
Affordable Basic Comfort) Re— Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson %
gromijp therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee
Memphis Pride, Inc.; Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave. # 853—
inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—
treat: Nightly/weekly rates on smoking
scale.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ® ._ Gary
0237.
and non—smoking rooms # 377—7701.
6535.
Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown lo—
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 = 32—
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
cation; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay & French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison # Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood—
PRIDE, e—mail:
aol.com.
land Realty: # 377—1057.
at GGSGourmet.COM
523—8912.
*
/%
transgender; individuals, couples # 527—
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
Steve
The
King‘s
Cottage:
Newly
renovated,
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
1098.
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen, Anne
pany:
54 S. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax
87—89
Clark
Place,
Midtown
Memphis
#
S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
VICES
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
278—4390, Resi. 363—1060, email
722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822, Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
STEVENC1@AOL.COM.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
MASSAGE SERVICES
Randy
Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Memphis 38174—1822.
chological Counselor Simmons, Kelman ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
# 745—3300.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste _ laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
Fax 278—4390, Home 327—9900, Pager
Box 34854, Memphis 38184.
316 # 369—6050.
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
; sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
National Organization for Women Cliff
533—0620.
Heegel,
PhD:
Licensed
Psychologist
327—6165.
appointment. # 377—7701.
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174 #
TRAVEL
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 # Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
578—3286
or
e—mail
at
Gateway Travel: 2090Overton Square
767—1066.
388—3781.
Massage
by
Michael:
=
278—5475.
memphisnow@hotmail.com.
Lane # Chris 276—3388.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
COMMUNITY GROUPS
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al—
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
sage
by
appointment.
=
761—7977.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center # Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
276—7379 or 454—1414.
Second # 525—5302.
9107.
massage
by
appointment.
Please
call
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi— M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
Member International Gay & Lesbian
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 =
Alliance: Leather/levi club « Box 42174,
MEDIA
Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Travel Association # 465—2936.
869—0300
ext.
1
»
Sliding
fee
scale
avail—
Family & Friends: Free monthly maga—
Memphis 38174.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
able.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 578 Harrell St.,
zine * Box 771948, Memphis 38177— _‘ TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901— Jim
Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: = 327—
THESE LOCATIONS
Memphis 38112 = 320—0000 or 274—
1948, = 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, i
664—6614 for information, e—mail:
4055.
email: FamilyMag@aol.com, http:// Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
8321.
burtren@aeneas.com
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
members.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
726—5521.
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
homepage.html.
454—1414.
T
578—9107.
Aghrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave.,
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa— Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
DENTAL SERVICES
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
8122.
Chapel # 458—0501.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT): Seriously Sober (AAg: Memphis Lambda William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
North Cooper # 685—5008.
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
0168 or 276—4762.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
Western Dance Club.
onnie Bingham,
: Taxes, account—
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 = 682— Southern Sisters: Support group for
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
9928.
transexual women (male to female) # Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
f
(* Indicates TUN distribution points.)
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18+ Only! Restrictions apply. Certain optional features are $2.49 per minute. For ACME Customer Service, call: 1—800—445—3002
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